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■ ABSTRACT
The primary object of this thesis is to present 
a complete transient analysis of a synchronous machine. 
Starting with the fundamental equations of induced 
voltage, armature reaction, and torque, the complete 
performance equations of a synchronous machine, valid 
for both steady state and transient conditions, are 
developed. No complex reactance transformations are 
involved. Kron’s invariant transformation is used to 
derive a reciprocal system representing the actual 
synchronous machine. Under this transformation the 
power formula remains invariant both in form and in 
magnitude.
Rigorous expressions for currents, field 
excitation, and torque in the three-phase short circuit 
case are derived. The Laplace transform calculus is used 
in the mathematical treatment. Approximate solutions 
which neglect and include the effect of armature resistance 
are also derived.
The moving reference axes, and the «c- , ,
and zero-axis quantities are introduced to solve a line- 
to-line short circuit case in detail. An approximate
111
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solution for the non-linear differential equations with
variable coefficients is also proposed.
Oscillographic records for both the three-phase
short circuit and the line-to-line short circuit cases
%
are taken experimentally and then compared to the digital 
computer solution of the performance equations derived.
IV
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CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OP THE COMPLETE TRANSIENT EQUATIONS 
FOR A SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 
Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in the 
analysis of synchronous machines;
1) Negligible saturation and hysteresis,
2) The distribution of armature phase mmf is
assumed to be sinusoidal. The effects 
of space harmonics in the distribution 
. of the air-gap flux density, therefore, 
is neglected. This assumption is 
practically true of most machines so 
that no appreciable error is involved 
on this score in applying the results 
to practical cases.
3) The machine is assumed to have only one rotor
circuit, that is, the main field winding 
in the direct axis. The additional 
short-circuited windings, where applicable, 
are referred to as amortisseur or damper 
windings.
The General Equations of Induced Voltage 
and Armature Reaction
The general equations of induced voltage and 
armature reaction, first introduced by Professor L. V. 
Bewley, will be used as tools to develop the complete 
performance equations of a synchronous machine. For a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
group of q-coils with, center at x^, and taking skew, 
pitch, and distribution into account, the fundamental 
induced voltage of the coil group is given by
ei = _ ±r,)
10^  L ” %
+ #3, ^ ) C O S  j-----(!)
if the flux density is specified by
ySi CX) = /S> S t n C ^ X f f O ----------------------- ( Z )
The fundamental component of armature reaction 
for the group of q-coils is given by
AiCx:) = O-Ô'gNÛKi   C3?
in which, q = number of coils per phase group,
N = number of turns per coil,
V = pole pitch.
■ K-= combined reduction factor including
skew, pitch, and distribution effects.
X q= location of the. center of the group of
coils measured from an arbitrary 
stationary reference axis.
X = distance measured from the same 
reference axis.
= phase angle of the flux density wave.
4>i = -^ îrjLpi = total flux included by the coil,
X = effective length of coil.
The complete derivations of equations (1) and
(3) will be found in Appendices II and III respectively.
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Direct-, Quadrature-, and Zero-Sequence 
Components o f Current 
If i^, and are the instantaneous phase 
currents in the three symmetrical windings of the three- 
phase machine in Pig. 1, the resultant fundamental ‘ 
component of armature reaction due to these currents is
A,ex) = 08'g'NKi jl&CoS(0--^ !^ ) + LbCosC0-^ÿ-— 3^) + icCosCS- 
= 0'8^N Ki|jLaCas © + Lb Cos (8--^) + LcCos C© - Cos
+  0-8^NKi|i.a„SiYi e +  JL b S fr> C © -^ ;+  Lc S in  QQ- ^ ) j . S i n TTX (4-)
in which G = -3^ angle between the field pole axis
(reference axis) and the axis of 
phase a.
D -A X IS
AXIS OF 
PHASE CO
phase machine.
Pig. 1. Elementary diagram of a three-
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In equation (4), tlio arniaturc reaction acta 
entirely on the pole axis if x = 0, and entirely on the 
interpolar axis if x = , If tliO polar axis and the
interpolar axis are désigna tod au the direct and
%
quadrature axis respectively, then the first term in
equation (4) will he the direct axis component of
armature reaction, and the second torm the quadrature
component of armature reaction. Therefore, the form of
equation (4) suggests that it may bo simplified by the
substitution of new variables i, and 1 , defined by thed q ' ''
following relations:
j ictCosQ + Lb Cos Co- 4- Cos Co -  <5)
4- JUbSJnCO- ^ }-4- jLcSlnCO- ..... C6)
Then, Ad- 0-8^^ ^ NKi C d .......... -C7)
= direct-axis component of armature 
reaction.
^1=  -(8)
= quadrature-axis component of armature 
reaction,
and, AtCx) = A\d CoS Sfn
= 0-0 ^NKi C
The factory^ v/ao first introduced by G. Kron 
so that the armature circuit and the field circuit will 
have reciprocal mutual inductur.ceo. This fact will be 
shown later.
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5Inspection of equation (9) shov/s that the 
armature reactions due to i^ and i^ are both sinusoidally 
distributed, and build up fluxes in the direct and 
quadrature axis respectively. During transient conditions 
these fluxes in general are not constant, but will vary 
with time. Thus those fluxes together with the field 
flux will produce transformer emi in the armature windings.
To allow for the current flow during unbalanced 
conditions, a zero-sequence component of current is 
defined as follows:
L o  =  d o .  4- 0v >  4 -  Lc.')......................................... C l o )
v5
The factor is introduced so that the power 
will remain invariant both in form and in magnitude.
Equations (5), (6), and (lO) can nov/ be solved
to give
ijdGjsÔ 4 - 6  Lo....... -...... — (f()
LV) = La CoS Co “ 4- Sin CG -  4- - ^ r j L o ( 12")
Ld Cos CO -  ^ - )  4  Sin C Q -  y 4 ^  L o  CIS)
Air-gap i'lux Density
For the time being, assume that the machine has 
no amortisseur windin/;u in cither tlio direct or quadrature 
axis. The flux distributions due to the field and 
armature reaction are:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1) Flux distribution due to field excitation, 
which consists of the field leakage 
flux , and the useful flux
which crosses the air gap and enters 
the armature. V/hen the field excitation 
is constant, and if the effects of 
armature slots is neglected, the space 
flux density distribution is in general 
expressible as a Fourier series:
/Sf = I/5aK-i Cos(2K - i; ^ ...........................(I40
2) Flux distribution due to armature reaction.
Let PCX) = Po + Pi Cos ^ ........ 05)
= permeance for the fundamental 
component of armature reaction.
Then, if the armature' reaction is
A.(X) = AdCosJ^4 A^Sin:^...... ,^6)
the flux density is
/Sa =  C Po 4 PiCos ) c Ad Cos f g l  4  A j  S in
* C R > +  F ^ /2  ) A d C o s l ^  -4- Cfo-* f a /z )  A^SinJDL  
4 -^(AdCos^^^ + A^Svvi .2^).......07)
The total fundamental flux density with respect 
to the direct axis is obtained, therefore, by adding 
equations (14) to (17), that is,
/SCX) = /f|f Cos Jgl4 ( 4 A ) A d  Cos
= /5i53in(J^4^}+ 0-8^1^ jNkiCf?4^)idSîn(:^4-f)
+ o-s/î CPo- .......... (18)
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The phase angle in each term in equation' (18) 
is constant, and it follows that the air-gap flux is 
stationary in space with respect to the direct axis, so 
that ^  = o . Equation (1 ) then reduces to
%
e. = - s-,0 (i^±r;)4 -^Cos(j^4it.)}--....ci^)
if j3 =  (20)
Induced Voltage in Armature Windings
let 0 =
= center of a coil group of q-coils 
moving at some speed dQ.- rr dXg
dt t dd
the fundamental induced voltage of the coil group becomes
0 = # ^  { # 4 #  + Sine
^ ^  ^  } Co^e....... (Z,)
in which  C22)
= field flux per pole, proportional to 
the field current i^.
4 W =  +   (25)
= direct-axis armature reaction flux
^ NKi C Po -  ^ ............................... (24)
= quadrature-axis armature reaction flux 
» c|)a_a > c|)0L.o are proportional to i^, i^,
and respectively, and the voltages due to them may be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8accounted for by the proportionality factors ^ad*
and defined as follows: aq
U s „ =   (25)
= maximum mutual inductance between 
field and armature, '
U d  = (iNKif  (26)
ÎO^ TT
= direct-axis inductance of armature 
reaction.
i-n =  «T)
= quadrature-axis inductance of armature 
reaction.
Equation (21) can then be rewritten as 
M  {Jf + Lad - L a ^ ^  }Sir,6
- J i  "-a.^4-#)Cos0
=  ^  {  Mof b  H  + Lad -  U ' j  S in 6
-'/f { + s.....(Z8)
in which a new mutual inductance between the field and 
the armature is defined by M qj = La^m
The first two terms in equation (28) 
and Lad id ^  are speed emf’s due to the movement of 
armature conductors cutting the flux. The third term, 
is a transformer emf due to the variation
of flux.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Armature Terminal Voltage
The armature terminal voltage is equal to the
induced voltage less the leakage reactance, zero-
sequence reactance, and the resistance drops,
let Ra, = armature resistance, per phase.
Ljl = armature leakage inductance, per 
phase,
Lo = zero-sequence inductance, per 
phase.
The armature leakage flux linkage of phase a
is then,
~ ^/^Li,idCOS 8 Lii.q Sin 8
and the leakage reactance drop is
#  ' L.-La-g|)Sme
+  C 4 ......................................) C o S S ) ............................................( 3 0 )
Ci'U 8 c, u y
The zero-sequence flux linkage is defined as 
4o=LoLo , \p3 times the conventional one used in 
symmetrical componants,
The corresponding zero-sequence reactance drop
is-;
=  ............................
and the resistance drop is,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Ko,  L a  =  E a  À d C o S ©  4 ^ ^  5 i v \  ©  -+  —^  L o  j -------------------------------------------- ( 3 2 )
The terminal voltage of phase a is then,
Va= CoL- R&.LO
dt dt
= - J f <  + ea.a->cose
-  ( v l o j L j ^ - L d l d . ^  + R a . i . ^ ) S \n e
— ^ ^  ^(u ivo)................................... ( 5 3 )
in which Ld = Lad 4 La
= direct axis inductance.
4 =
= quadrature axis inductance.
Equation (35) shows that the terminal voltage 
consists of a direct-axis component, a quadrature-axis 
component, and a zero-sequence component voltage. That 
is,
C d  =  -  4  Ld 4  4 4 - ^  4  R a L d  ) .......................(3 4 )
= direct-axis component of armature voltage.
4== ■" ^ 4  d^ ~ 'àd "  (35)
=quadrature-axis component of armature 
voltage.
So= “  C Lo ' ......................... - (3 6 )
= zero-sequence component of armature voltage.
Therefore,
V û .=  / J e d C o s ô  +  y Ç e ^ s î n 6 4  ^ e « ....................( s r )
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The armature terminal voltage for phase h and 
c can he found by replacing Q by (8-^) and c 9 " 4^) 
respectively.
Equations (34), (35), and (36) are set up for 
a generator with rotating armature, clock-wise 
rotation, and with the quadrature axis ahead of the direct 
axis. For a motor, the signs of all the terms in these 
three equations must by changed. If the field is the 
rotating element, as is in practical machines, and 
rotating in the clock-wise direction, then relative to 
the field the armature is rotating counter-clockwise so 
that it is only necessary to substitute for
in all the equations.
Flux Linkage Relations 
in Armature Circuit
The direct-axis flux linkage is
= Mof i j  4 Id Ld
- Lajw Lj ■+ Ld Ld..........(58)
and, 4^=  (59)
4^ 0 = Lo Lo.....................  (40)
By substituting equations (38), (39), (40) 
into equations (34), (35), and (36), there results the 
voltage equations in terms of the flux linkages.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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=  * , )
 -  <^«1
................. - (45)
The armature terminal voltage in terms of, the 
flux linkages in phase a is then,
Cos 8 6 4 ^  - Rq.L&.
~  “   - .............. (4 4 )
in which 4L = Cos 6 4 8 ....4t....... (45)
= flux linkage of phase a. 
Corresponding equations can be written for 
phases b and c similarly.
Performance in the Field Circuit 
The flux linkage of the field is due to:
1) The flux produced by i^, and
X
2) The mutual flux produced by the armature 
currents.
The mutual inductance between phase a and the
field is,
La^  = Laj«% Cos © .... -...... (46)
Similarly, for phase b and phase c.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
15
LbÆ = La-jw Cos C & - ...........(47)
Leg — La^ -rm Cos C0- -^ 1)- C48)
The total flux linkages in the field is then
Lgg Lg “t" LagTA L<x Cos 0 • L b Q o s C © ”  4 Lc Cos C 0T ^ 3^ )^
=  Lggig 4  J~-^  Lagw  Ld
= Lxg Lg 4 Mag Ld (49)
where Lgf = self-induetance of the field.
The voltage equation of the field therefore, is,
d id ■(50)
where Si = field terminal voltage being treated as 
a voltage drop.
Rg. = field resistance.
Equations (58) and (50) shows evidently that 
they may be considered as the expressions for the flux 
linkages of two coupled circuits, the field circuit and 
the direct-axis armature circuit, having a fixed coupling 
v/ith the field circuit, in which the current is i^. %lien 
the factor is used for i^, instead of , as was 
originally proposed by Park, the mutual inductance 
becomes Mû5=jÇugm in both directions, so that the system 
is reciprocal.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
uRepresentation of a Synchronous 
Machine by L-Axis, Q-Azcis, 
and Zero-Sequence Windings
According to the machine performance equations
developed, the actual machine can be replaced by a set
of imaginary circuits as shown in Rig. 2.
O
Fig. 2. Representation of a synchronous 
machine with reciprocal mutual inductance by direct- 
axis, quadrature-axis, and zero-sequence windings.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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la Fig. 2, the field on the rotor is the same 
as in the actual machine. The actual armature circuits 
are now represented hy the d-axis, q-axis, and the 
sero-sequence circuits. The direct and quadrature 
axis circuits are centered on the d-axis and the q-axis 
respectively, and rotate synchronously with the field 
in order to maintain their relative positions. The 
d-axis circuit has a constant mutual inductance, 
with the field, and this inductance is the same in both 
directions. The q-axis circuit has no mutual inductance 
with the field or the d-axis circuit, but will have 
constant mutual inductance with any field circuit in 
the q-axis. The zero-sequence circuit is stationary 
and independent.
Extension to Damper Circuits
Additional rotor circuits are provided in 
synchronous machines for several purposes, of which 
the following are the most important:
1) To damp mechanical oscillations or hunting
of the rotor,
2) To minimize armature harmonics during
unbalanced or single-phase operating 
conditions, and
5) To provide starting torque, if the machine 
is operated as a self-starting motor, 
either normally or under emergency 
conditions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The effects of these short-circuited damper 
windings which have been neglected in the analysis of 
machine performance thus far will now be taken into 
consideration.
The additional rotor circuits in the direct 
axis will have mutual inductances with the field • 
winding because both are symmetrical about the direct 
axis. However, the additional rotor circuits in the 
quadrature axis will have no coupling with the field, 
because they are symmetrical about different axes.
Under normal balanced steady-state conditions 
at synchronous speed the currents in all additional 
rotor circuits are zero. However, under transient or 
unbalanced conditions, or with operation at non- 
synchronous speed, currents may be induced may be 
induced in the additional rotor circuits and their 
effects must be taken into account in all machines 
which have these additional circuits. To simplify our 
analysis, assume that the machine has only one damper 
circuit in each axis.
let, ^iid ~ resistance of direct-axis
damper circuit.
H.. = resistance of quadrature-axis
^ damper circuit.
^lld “ self-inductance of direct- 
axis damper circuit,
L.. = self-inductance of quadrature-
^ axis damner circuit.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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= mutual inductance between
direct-axis armature circuit 
and direct-axis damper 
circuit.
= mutual inductance between
quadrature-axis armature 
circuit and quadrature- 
axis damper circuit.
 ^= mutual inductance between the 
^ field and the direct-axis
damper circuit.
i . = direct-axis damper circuit 
current.
i - = quadrature-axis damper circuit
current.
The equations for flux linkages (38), (39), and 
(49) may now be modified as,
— J L -)■ La i d  + J  ^  Laid n d
— + Ld id  **■ NAjldiild  ................... C50
=  4- M u i« i i i< g — — ------------------------------------ (52 )
4- \ j Lq.|ïv\ Ud •f" hh^ld n u d  
. = L^i^ -+ N/lo^ id + M-^ ld ind ---------(53)
in which we define,
Mold = Lctd
= v/-t
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The voltage equations for the damper circuits 
in the direct and quadrature axes are respectively,
0 = - - ^ - i u d R n d  ....-....... (54)
0 = -  ---(55)
where = Liid-Lnd ■+ M^ çid i.^ -t Laid id
— L u d i- i io  -F K y ld  -+ M a id  - L d  ............... (56)
=  -r   - ...........(57)
Substituting equations (51 ), (52), (55) into 
equations (41), (42), and (50), and also substituting 
equations (56) and (57) into equations (54) and (55), 
the following six equations are obtained, by putting
— - (.RcL-t-LdD) id - io Ô - Kic^Dii - f^ aidD-iiid 
Go = Ld id 6 ” c Rad- L^O) i| -t Ma-^ -i^  0 4- Klaid iud 0 
Qj = McjD id (K^ -4-L-^ -^ D)i^  4- M-§!dDi.iid
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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0 ~ ~ Maid P-id ~ idD-L5 — C Riid + L\idD)-l-ud \ (.58)
0 - - M ûI<^OL^- C R\1^ -r Lll’^ ob 
So ~ C- Ra 4" Lo D) /L>o J  '
The six linear differential equations above may 
be solved, simultaneously to obtain the six unknown 
currents, viz., i^, i^, i.p, -iia? i_. Once
i^, i^, and i^ are known, the phase currents i^, i^ , 
and i^ can be obtained from equations (11), (12), and 
(15).
Torque
The torque is found by the following equation:
Ts4> “ id - ohi-i)
— “ K -^( M q.j i-^ -t CLd'-i-^ ) id i-g
+ Maidiiid i”! — Mai^ ■Liigid )------------- C5’9)
in which P = number of poles.
K = 550/746 if the torque is expressed in 
lb-ft..;
= 1, if the torque is expressed in 
nev;t on-met er.
Equations (58) and (59) are valid for the case
where there is only one damper circuit in each axis.
The extension to any number of damper circuits may be
made in a similar manner.
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CHAPTER II
THREE-PHASE SHORT CIRCUIT OP A SYNCHRONOUS 
MACHINE IVITH HO DAMPER CIRCUITS 
Introduction 
The differential equations of machine 
performance which determine the transient currents are 
the simultaneous equations (34), (35), (36), and (30).
At constant machine speed these voltage-current equations 
are linear differential equations with constant coefficients. 
These equations will now he solved for a three-phase 
short circuit at the terminals of a synchronous machine 
with no damper circuits. Rigorous expressions as well 
as approximate ones for currents and torque will be 
derived.
Initial Operating Conditions 
Suppose a synchronous generator is operating 
with a balanced load at synchronous speed co , and a 
torque angle 3 . 3y putting i^ = i^ = i^ = 0 and
i^ = i,=.Q in equations (34), (35), (36) and (37), the 
open circuit induced voltage is obtained,
20
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where
then,
Go. = Mcfijo^â-Sinô
= u) (,J ^  LajvT)") h^ oSiv^Q
=  i O  L d ^ y M  i . f o  -S i 'A  0  ^
= £i ST'/'. CùJ^-i'ôo)
E^. = CüLü^ -m Ho
~^ o= constant field current before short circuit.
0o= angle between direct axis and axis of phase 
a at t = 0«
The armature terminal voltage for phase a is
■db. = V<j. Sin C wM. 4- 60 - é )
= 'Va. Si'iA Coot- -»• ©o )  Cos é> — Vol Cos 0 ° )  S in  6
— — VxSCnâ Cos© 4- Vx Cos 6 Sin ©
Hence, by comparing with equation (37), we see that
Gdo Va Sin 6
e <^0 = y-f- Va. Cos 6 y (60)
G 00 =  O
Since the machine is operating under steady 
state initially, equation (54), (35), and (56) become,
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G do = - Va Sf-n é
— L<7 Loo-^ S (^ CL-Ldo
— X? -Cço — Ro.-Ldo
D b
— / —  Vc, C o s
' GÜ " " d t
l-G^i-rt 'Ljo W  -!- Ld i-do ÜJ
— ■5' X d ’Cdo — 'Ra.'^ oo
C.OO =  O =  — Ro. -Lco 
By solving equation (61), the initially load 
currents are obtained,
^do= -
yf^ C  E -j  “  V o . C o S  è  )  -  R a V a S l v x  ô
+ XdX<j
.(6i)
=
^  c e s  -  V a C o S  é  )  / f  V a  S î ' n  6
 —  -  —  -  0^3 )
•Coo = O (64)
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Rigorous Solution of Short 
Circuit Current
When the armature winding is short-circuited,
the magnetic fluz linked with the closed field circuit
cannot change significantly in the first moment, yet\
since it cannot now enter the short-circuited armature
winding, it is forced by the demagnetizing action of
the armature currents to pass through paths (the leakage
paths) of greater reluctance; that is, the short-circuited
armature is equivalent to an increased magnetic
reluctance. Hence, an additional current must appear
in the field circuit in order to sustain the flux in
those new paths, and this spontaneous additional
direct-current, being unsupported by the exciter
voltage, is, of course, transient in character; that is,
the voltage which supports it through the resistance
of the field circuit is generated by the decay of the
flux through that circuit.
Since a three-phase short circuit sudde2ily
reduces the terminal voltage to aero, the net effect
of this on the circuit currents is equivalent to
applying -e^^, -e and -e^^ in the voltage-current
differential eauations where e and aredo qo 00
the values of e,, e , and e_ before short circuitd' q o
respectively. Assuming that constant synchronous speed
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is maintained, and that the field excitation is constant, 
the voltage-current differential equations (54) and (55) 
become, by putting D , oo , and U(t) for
the unit function,
+ C -I- CO è>\JCt)
CO + to Laid - C Lo 0 )01^ = VaCOS 6 VJ Ct) 
and also by equations (56) and (50),
(60
~ (. ^CL + Lo D5 Co =  O 
( Sj: -i" Ifj: D5c^ 4- bh aj D 0<i = 0
The currents in equation (65) are only the 
components caused by the fault, and the currents found 
from these equations must be added to the initial 
currents existing before the short circuit in order to 
obtain the resultant current after the fault has 
occurred.
Equation (65) shows that no zero sequence 
effects are produced by simultaneous short circuit of 
all three phases. Therefore, it is only necessary to 
consider the direct and quadrature equations. Applying 
the Laplace transform to these differential equations, 
and letting 1(8) denote the transform of i, the 
following algebraic equations are obtained,
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-If  Vü.-S\n è
 ----  = MajSIj(S) 4- ( t?a+US)Id (S) 4-CO^ I| CS;) .
V a. Cos é '
OJ Maj X/. C-S)-i- oj L&XeCS)-C I^ g.4-L<?3)I«C3) ') (66)
0 = C U:;j- s )  es) lé CS)
The three equations aoove are solved simultan­
eously to obtain the following operational expressions 
for 1^(5), Iq^S), and
/f-Va C L^ S^){( Zo.-r U  5 ) Sin é 4- U3 L^CoS é 1
   .....
Æ  V% C I f f s  ){ C 4-Ld ) Cos 6 - cjLd Cs)3m^%
I^(S) = ------------------------------------------------------3 DCS)
{ ( S t 4 -  h g S ) S i n  3  4- w L ^ C o s  6  I
PCS)
(6?)
where Ld(S) = - ^  - v^— — ,
Cg£4L3'5S)
(70)
= direct-axis Laplace transform inductance, 
3 (8) = deterninental equation
= Le" -r s' I LdL^ 4- (Lô'+ L?) j
4- S {  R ^ C L d4- L a )  4- L C <OTL ^ L d  ) j
4- c J ^ U U l ............................................   C L ')
m E B S :T f# § E B S G E  i m s M
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Equation (71) can be factorized to yield 
D(S) = - S^)(S - SgjfS -S^), in v/hicii ,
^2 ) S-Tid Sj are the roots of 3(S) = 0  found by numerical 
methods. 1 '^ is defined as,
Lj = Lim 3LeCS)= Liyc C Ld “ ^—  )
S s - C û  S - > c o
- Ld -
which in the notation of Laplace transform calculus is 
equivalent to computing the initial value of this 
function. Thus L^' is very appropriately called the 
transient inductance of the direct axis.
The inverse transforms of equations (67), (68), 
and (69) can be found by means of the Heaviside expansion,
■=0 b
■Og = —
'■I; Va CSaSÂn è X^Co3 &)
4- X.S
MîS0{(^a4-L<jSO5vAèH- <UL%CoS&j
K=) ■Sk.DVSu;)
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jÇ Va. C ^ Cos è - Xd Si'A o
V 2.
^  tvo~ 4- Xd X:b
3 /-^V aC S -r4L fr5 '.0 -i( L iC 3 x )S ’<“ )C os o -  6oLeCSK}SitSinâ
£  ^ _r-------------------------  »-e
K=j Bu O'* es le")
3 J i  L^ SuOBi'Aè 4 £OL<^ COS 6 j
/r = £  ---------------------------------  O
: D'CSvt)
where D'cs ) = -^^DCS")
The resultant current after the short circuit 
is obtained by adding i^^ to i^, etc.; therefore,
3 ViC Kf + LijçSk.) j (  Ko.+l_oSu) Sir\ 6  •+ X'^CoJô j  
'<=1 ^kD'CSic)
H
4 “-'=- i o U U I Wb
5 Æ vc.C .'?54Lj^.SO kK^L4 UCSiOSu.")Cos è -c o U a o S K S in à  Sut
4 % — ----------- ^ ^ ----------------- d
!<=l Sico'CSO
• - CT-^)
yia^Valc^-i-L^SK^Svn o 4 X<^Cosè|
V “'=    ' .......
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Equations (72), (75), and. (74) are the rigorous 
solutions for i^, i^ ,^ and i.o after a three-phase short 
circuit, with initial operating torque angle é and 
armature terminal voltage . The phase currents may,
^ I
of course, be found from these equations by the 
application of equations (11), (12), and (15)» The 
short circuit torque may also be found from the 
fundamental equation of torque.
= K. 4^  ^-Ld - 4^ c
= -  K —^  j ........................(75)
The roots of the aeterminental equation,
D(S) = 0, for each particular case must be found, in 
actual cases, by numerical methods.
Approximate Solution with 
all Resistances Keglected
The effect of the internal resistance of the
machine windings in determining the magnitude of the
short circuit currents, in most cases, is negligible.
An approximate solution with these resistances neglected,
therefore, is justified and permissible.
Recalling the determinental equation 3(8) and
letting,
= Cd ,Ld
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-Sa. = c<? > 
U  l
-  _
~3ï
= leakage coefficient in zhe 
direct axis.
Dividing tlie determinental equation by
we ger,
S  +  s ' c q  + C d  +  T c ^ ) ^  -V s  C c o ^ T  -+ C c j c ^ +  C f C d 4
4 -  - : ^ C ^  C e o ' 4  C d C ç )  =  O  ........................................................C 7 S )
It has, in most cases, one real negative and a pair of
conjugate complex roots. As w  is large as compared 
with the C's, the determinental equation is approximately 
equal to,
4- S ^ C .  )  4 -  O j ' s  4  CO =  0   (Jf)
The root of S having the smaller magnitude is closely 
approximated by taking the ratio of the last two 
coefficients.
S i = -  = -  J= f_    (78)
T  Ld
The time constant for thsi transient is,
TdS =     (79) ■
L
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in which Tdo’ =  (go)
The time constants T^^' and ' involve only
the parameters of the field. They are thus appropriately
called the transient field time constant and the open-
cirouit field time constant, respectively. In terms of
ij and i the transient having the time constant T^ .-' u. g.
is a damped direct current. But as the phase currents 
are related to i^ and i^ by equations (11), (12), and 
(13), the corresponding armature transient is a damped 
sinusoidal current of fundamental frequency. (See Big. 15 
on page 79.) The decay of this transient part of the 
phase currents correspond to the decay of flux linking 
the field and would be governed by the field time 
constant.
Removing S. from equation (77) by factoring, 
the resultant quadratic equation is approximately,
s ^ +  ) S  +  o j '  =  0  ( 81)
The roots of which are,
= -  rr\ ±  ]cJ ...........  C8Z)
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The time constant of these oscillatory 
transients is,
c LciÆ ^  ............
which involves only the parameters of the armature, 
and is called the transient armature time constant. 
Equation (81) and (82) show that the oscillatory 
transients for i^ and i^ have an angular velocity 
nearly the same as the synchronous value, unless is 
very large. With these values of i^ and i^ ,^ the 
corresponding phase currents may have both dc and 
double-frequency components. Both of these components 
arise from the flux which is trapped in the armature 
circuits at the instant of short circuit. This flux 
gradually decays to zero and generates fundamental 
frequency current and flux in the field. Therefore, 
the oscillatory transients for i^ and i^ are damped 
according to the armature time constant.
The approximate expression for D(S) is therefore
given by:
PCs)= CS-SOCS-Bs).. .........(84)
The approximate expressions for i^, i^, and i^ 
can now be found by substituting the values of , 82» 
and into equations (72), (73), and (74). Since,
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however, the results will be approximate, it is 
desirable to make other simplifications involving 
approximations of the same order. As R and R^ are 
normally small in comparison to their reactances at 
fundamental frequency, a satisfactory value of 
transient current is obtained if the armature and 
field resistances are neglected. As an illustration, 
we are going to derive the approximate solutions for 
these currents as follows.
Differentiating equation (84) with respect 
to S, and substituting S.^ and Sg for S respectively, 
and v;ith all resistances neglected, we have,
0 ' C S » ) =  S . - S ^ )
—   (8s)
D'CSO = l-5ifd'L<^ CSi-SOCSj.-S30
^   (86)
=  4 r - ( - : r , -  7 T . ) .......................... (87)S i D ' C S . )  -  K d "  X d
■ l I o ' S  “  '■■■“ ;.......
Substituting these approximations in equation 
(72) and neglecting all the terms that involve the 
resistances, we have the following transient terms for
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. A damped direct currentcL
r-
(.SO ^  C ^  ) E y-| VcL Co5 6 ............C8^ )
An oscillatory transient term,
Ld(Sz) ~ - L ^ e  jStn6 + Cos ...... (%)
and since 8g and are conjugate, a second oscillatory 
transient term i^(S-) can be combined with i^(S2) to give,
ZdCSz.”)-t- CdCSj) = 2 iSz. LeCSz)
=  --7t£ /f VaCosCurC+à)...... C^ OXd '^2.
The complete expression for i^, including the 
initial load current, therefore, is
—  E-
LdC t) =  ( id C S ,)+  +
" v.:.cosé
-  ^
4  - 1 -  S. Vo. CoS C 4* è ) .................—
Xd V Z
Similarly, from equation (73) and (74), the 
complete expressions for i^  ^and ±,^ are,
-IL
l<g(t) = ^  VoL Srn C LOt-f è) — .... -..(S5)
?
(92)
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4  =  4 o  •+ C os 6  -  <£ C os  C c it-V  é  ) } .........c;4)
Equations (92), (93), and (94) are the 
approximate solutions for i^ , i^, and i^ with all 
resistances neglected, except in the décrémentai factors. 
They are valid only for the cases in v/hich the 
armature and field resistances are relatively small.
Approximate Solution with 
Armature Resistance
The effect of resistance is to cause the dc 
component and the second harmonic component which appear 
in the short circuit current to decay so rapidly that 
they have negligible effect on the total transient 
current.
When the resistance is negligible the results 
obtained in the last section will be accurate. It 
remains, however, to consider the case of a short 
circuit occurring through an external resistance which 
is not negligible. When the resistance is large, the 
transient armature time constant, as given by equation 
(83), is so small that the oscillatory transients for 
i^ and i^ will disappear almost instantly. Therefore, 
for the present case the oscillatory transients have 
negligible effect on the total transient current, and 
may be neglected. The derivation of the approximate
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solution is very similar to that of the preceding
analysis, except that values of total resistance should
be used instead of just the armature resistance.
Let Tg = external resistance of the
armature circuit. >•
r =
= total resistance of the 
armature circuit.
The determinental equation (76) is then
approximately
3 ^ 4  C - i ~ - ‘^ 4 C « ^ ) S ^ 4  C « o ^ 4  - ^ h ^ ) S 4 - ^ C 5 C c o V C d C < ^ ) = 0 .....................0 5 )
The single root corresponding to the effective field 
decrement factor as obtained approximately from the 
last tv/o terms is
Si —  —  ^Ch'4 C«d
~  0^'t4CdCf..0
1 7^ -4 XdX^
Tdo f  4 Xd'X <9S)
The effective field time constant T^g' therefore is,
..................
This is a more general expression than equation (79) 
to which it reduces if r = 0.
The expression for 3(8), as far as the root S-j 
is concerned, may be approximated by.
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D C S )  s  L 5 5 C r V X d ' x o ) s  4  C 7 ^  - 4   C 9 8 )
Then, D'(S,")S 4  ^(Y '-f  Xe'x^)
~   iXd,--V  )xi.......   '
S i D ' c s , )  ~  c v - 4  X d )  c y  -  4  X d  ^
Applying the approximations of equations (96) 
and (99) and neglecting all terms containing R^ and the 
oscillatory transient terms, the new forms of equation 
(72), (73) and (74) are.
r'4 Xd%9
- Ji^4-Xd)(YSm64X9Cos4) R  Voug  f.oo)
C V'’- 4 X c J X o )  c Y ' 4  V ^
Y •i'XdXS’
4 Y C y - ^ - X d ')  C Y E V n â  4  %% C o s 6 )  / I  V a  £  ________ cio t)
C Y'--^ %dX"^)CY'4 Xd'X.?) ^
4 " ) =  4 o v . e ' ^ . .......
The phase current in the three-phase short 
circuit is therefore, by equations (11), (12), and (13),
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 ______  -ly
Lb = Lc =  Êi_ + lXd-Xd)( Y S i n X , C 0 S TdJ
0  ^ Y'+XdX^ (Y'+XdX%Y( Yi+XdX%) J
C o s  C U i t  4  0 o  4  lQ n ~ ’ - X -  ] ........................c,o3)
%
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CHAPTER III 
UIBALARCED SHORT CIRCUIT
Moving Reference Axes '
A set of orthogonal moving reference axes 
( c< , yS ) will be introduced here to solve the 
unsymmetrical short circuit cases. The oc-axis is 
rigidly attached to phase a as shown in Pig. 3. The 
displacement of the new axes from the stationary axes 
is 9(t) , a function of time. Considering only the 
fundamental in the space distribution of armature 
reaction and air-gap flux density, the transformations 
from the stationary to moving axis quantities are,
jh - /d Cos 0 + 0
“ /d 0 + Cos 0
or conversely,
fd ~ Cos 0 ■ ^ Sin 0
v/h i re f may stand for i, e, or ^  .
-004.)
■005)
38
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0-AXlS
AXIS O? 
phase a
Fig. 3. Elementary diagram of a 
three-phase machine with moving reference axes.
Current Relations 
It is always possible to resolve the armature 
reaction of the space fundamental into two orthogonal 
components regardless of the reference, axes being chosen. 
Thus projecting the phase currents on the moving axes 
and defining the zero-sequence current in the usual 
way,
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“^=1 CoxC--^)+-Le Cos C-
= y|-{ÛS“irî (--ÿ^)+ 'OtS'jio (-^)j
= - -^ llb-Lc)
•^O = C ha + ht> H- Lc)
■Ctûù)
or conversely, 
•Col = + ^ U )
“Cb = (-
i/C = (“
i-6^
j? a" i-=* + 7 ^  i-o")J3
<107;
Substituting i^, i^ for i^, i^, and i^, the 
relation in equations (104) and (105) can be verified;
•Lot - Id Cose •+ i^S'm Q 
• i^  =  — h d  S jr>  e  4" "Lg Cos 0
-c»o a ;
or conversely,
•h <j — ho< C os  0  — C |S  S \in  ©
•hg =  -Lot-Sin 6 4- Lp Cols 0
-C109;
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Voltage Relations 
It has been shown that %  and 4^  ^ are 
sinusoidally distributed in space and centered on the 
d- and q-axes respectively; and '4o is constant and
V
stationary in spcae. V/ith respect to the o<-axis, the 
total flux linked with the armature of a synchronous 
machine may be represented by the following expression 
which s i m p l y  represents a shift of 6 degrees to o< , ^ 
axes from the d, 0 axes of equation (18) and (40).
+  ;■....
where, assuming one damper circuit in each d- and q-axis,
^ + Ld Ld 4- Maidi-Ud
4^ 0 = Lo Lo
<1(0
or, in terms of and 1^ ,
%  = f^ ûf-4 4- Maidhnd-v Udl^Cos 6- LdipSmQ ' 
H^= 4- Lp ioi Sin Q 4- L4 Lp Cos G
-4a =■ ho i-o
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Equation (110) shows that the first tv;o fluxes, 
with respect to the oc-axis, are travelling waves with 
a velocity --4^ * The zero-sequence component of the
flux is stationary in space and may be considered as a 
sine wave with infinite wave-length, that is, ,
Since the reference axes are attached to the 
moving armature, the center of each armature phase 
winding as measured from the oc-axis is constant, and 
is equal to zero for phase a. Therefore, the general 
equation of induced voltage reduces to the following 
form,
e= 4'-^cosC-i^+r;j.........cio;
where
Applying equations (110) and (115), and putting 
; and rearranging, there results the expression 
for the induced voltage, including the reactance drops 
in phase a. ( T= 6+-|- for %  , V = 6 for 4^  ^ ).
.........
Substituting equation (112) into (114), we get,
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GcL = - ^ (  i ^ C o s e ) - - ^  l<^ C BC05 28) 
^ C c p B S i o z e ) - A
“ -TO
A= -IdtM >
^  CipB in 20 ) — -Li w  MaidCbs 0
MqioSiy\9 — -4r- Uo L% ------------ cus)
-(115)
£> = _i=a—  
Z
The resistance drop is R(iLa.=^(CaLx.-t-.^^a, 
Therefore,
V/s. — fid.” tCo. Leu
= — DCMq^ Cos ©)f ^ !C«. 4- DC A 4- BCos 20)^  La<.
■F D ( BSi'in 2 0)x.'p — DC M aid Co5i © ) i , i i d
- DC Ma,^3in 0 )Z„^ - ( -j^4r OLo)-Co........ (ilT)
Similarly,
Vi, =  -  D M a ^ C o s C e - iz o lX - i  - r  D M a id  C os C © - 1 2 0 ° )  i n a  
-DMaipSin (e-l20'")lu«^
+ -=ÿ { ^ K a  + D|[A-;-.^63inC2e-i20"l3ii^
JT
-(-%ri-DLo)lo ......  CHS)
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Vc -  -DM o^CosCe+lZO '*)!^ -  D M a id  Co.S (. G-t- 120*) Lud
— D  Mcitc^ S  i n  C 0  4-
-i- { -F 3CosC2©-4i^0°)j]u^ .
-  - 2 ^  { - ^ R c 4 . D [ A - - ^ B  S i n  (  Z e -+  1 2 0 ° ) ]  J ip
-  (  4- D L o  )  U ...................................................................... (119)
and,
Vbc = Vb — Vd
^ -J3* { DMcfSi'ne-ij -+ DMojdSîn© .Ciid
- D M q/^ C^os G /(u^  4- DB Sivj 2_&vL=*
-  [ - ^  S a  D  ( A -  B C q s  2 ©  ) ]  I p  j ..................................................( 1 2 0 )
Equations (117) and (120) can be rewritten as
follows:
Va = ©-*.+ Sa .............(121)
V fa c=  - J T  - ................................. (122)
where = — D M q -^Co s 0 — DMlaitiCos©
- [/4 4 D C A4T B Cos 2© ) J
4" 0 6 > 3 fo  2 0  -Lp — D M a i^  S \ n  ©  L ,n ^ ------------- (123)
eo = - C-§^ + OLo)Xo................... (I2A)
0 3
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~  D M G ^ S fir î© lj  -i- DF<Qid S in  © -Ciid
-+ D B S in  2 ©  L « > -  £ Æ p a +  D  (  A -  S C o S  Z G ) ]  L{& 
-  DMai^Coae i.u^   ..... - -(izy)
and Cp are the voltage components in the 
04- and yS -axis respectively. When referred to the 
d- and q-axis,
Vo. = <2d Cos © 4- *2-^  Sin 0  -t- S o -------------------- (126)
Vbc. = J Y  C < 2 d S iv \© - e ^ g C o S © ) " ........ - .............-C1Z7)
Again, the relation in equations (IO4) and (105) 
can he verified by comparing equations (121) and (122) 
with equations (126) and (127). That is,
Gx, =  Gd Cos 0  4- S in  6 |
> —  (128)
'2‘|3 = — SdSin 0 4 C^COS ©
<2d =  <SU Cos 0 -  S p  Sin 9  1
(SxSin G 4- CjsCose /
Flux Linkage Relations 
The on-and ^5-axis components of voltages can 
be expressed as,
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-C I30)
V
in which we define,
4k= cc -axis flux linkage
= M qjCoS6Î^+ MaidCoS© iiid 4-(A4SCoX2.©)icK
— B S {n 2 0  Lp 4- Mai^ S ût 6  -Cu^--------------------(130
4^= /S-axis flux linkage
= - - MaidSfn 0/Liici - 6Sm 20 Lex
-  C A -B C o s  ZJQ ) 4- M ai«^C os©Â ,n<j-------------------(igz)
These equations show that when the moving 
reference axes are used, all the inductances are not 
constant, hut are functions of time because of the 
movement of fluxes with respect to the reference axes.
Performance in the Field Circuit
The flux linkage of the main field circuit is,
H|{ ~  M  [■ L a .C o S Ô  4- (  b CosC©~ ■ ^ )4 --ic  G î 5 C 0 - ^ ) J
4  M^ld i-\ld
= it - -^ic)COS 0-t-i^CLlo-Lc)3iin©j
4- M^ idi.lld
= i f  -  M ajS iirtG ip  + Moj 4- M af Cos© ioc+ M ^td -iiid  (133)
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Similarly, the flux linkages of the d- and 
q-axis damper circuits are,
H'jd =  MaidCos© Maid Sin ©Âp
‘
"t LndA.1 Id ........  -...    (154,')
MGt<gSiv\Q/Lx 4- N1ai^Cos©ip+ Lu^i-u^-----(.135)
The corresponding voltage equations are,
= C 4 DLf^ ) if 4 DMafCoseioi - DMafSîmGÀp
+  D M a , d i . n d  - — .......................................................................(136)
0 = + eidÂ.iid
— D M f id i f  I^Maid CoS 6 -Lcx — OMqidSiiri© i-p
4  CGid 4  DLud.) l i i d ............................. - ................... (137)
~  Ji 4  ^  Mai^CosG JLp
4  ( & ‘J 4  D L ii^ ) l i i< ^ .......................................................... (138)
Torque Equation 
The general torque equation is,
T  ^  x X
vector product of "f and L .
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Therefore,
_ u, 5PT54> — K i c <  — 4i{ ip)------------ (139)
in v/hich t-|i^ and 4 p^ are given hy equations (131)
and (132) respectively.
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CliA-PTER IV 
III'IE-T0-LINE SHORT CIRCUIT 
OP A SYNCHRONOUS MCHINE 
Initial Conditions 
For a short circuit between phase b and phase 
c on an unloaded synchronous machine running at 
synchronous speed ^  » as shown in Fig. 4,
the following conditions are true,
Vbc =0 }
-040)
V/hen referred to the and yg-axis components.
49
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A
C
Fig. 4. Line-to-line short 
circuit of a synchronous machine.
The open-circuit voltages before short circuit
are,
Vo. = 60 Mq^ i-ja Sin Cu)t + 0O ) ^
= Ej Siv) e
= \/î %  5in C6- iÿ-)
^  =  y #  S in  Ce -
Then, by equation (125),
Cpo s= ^  C os  © -------------------
-0 4 2 )
-(145)
where iy>_ = constant field current before short 
circuit.
Oo = angle between c<- and d-axis at t = 0.
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Short Circuit Currents
By the superposition principle the effect of
short circuit on phases b and c is simulated by applying
-Q po to the armature with the field voltage equal to
%
zero. Assuming that the machine has no damper circuits 
in either axis except the main field winding in the 
d-axis,
MatcJ — M ^ id  =  0
i^d = = CO
= 0
Equations (125) and (136) become,
-J^Es^CosQ=  D O \ - 6 C o s
0 = - DMd^SmG Lp4r c
-044.)
The coefficients in equation (144) are not 
constant and an exact solution is not possible. However, 
an approximate solution can be obtained by successive 
approximations. As a first step, all the resistances 
in equation (144) are neglected, and when integrated 
between the limits • 0© and 0 ,
Ma,SiV e q  - (&-SCOS = - /I Ej Sme^Sine. 1
O = — M a^Sin ©  /
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These simultaneous equations are then solved 
to give the short circuit currents due to the fault,
C Sin 0  -  S in  Go)
P CXd'-tX<^)-Cvrd'-X^)Cos2.©
ic ^  E< CSme -S\r^ Qo^ ) S m O  )
3 >/2. ujj C x.d -X^)C os 28
=  Mo CXd-Xd') C I-CoS 2 6  ~ 2 Si'rvS Srn Q o) 
(Xd' + X^ ) -  ( )  Cos 2© y
By Fourier series expansion, the current equaions 
(146) may be resolved into the harmonic series,
. . . . .  + Z  C-bD'^Sm(Zn-M)el
Xd' + yxd'X9 '■ n=i 'X' VX X^
Ej^»n0o
CO
E
s/Xd'X-
"f I 4" Z Z  C”b^ Cos ZY^0 1
 ^ Yis-I J
i ^ [4 -Hkj- Ef -- r _l+_b £• c-b)’^Cos'2.n©|
 ^ ^ ^ Xd' -^VXd'X^ ^ b n=i
_ /X  Mgs b;> (svvi© + 2  (-bTSm CZn+Oel /
V ^ Hi J Xd'x«^  C \Ti=.i J
> w
where b =
vT^ -+ yj XdX-^  Xd'
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The currents calculated from equation (148) 
are the initial short circuit currents. It also shows 
that there is an unending series of reflections between 
the armature and the field. The odd harmonic series 
for the armature current corresponds to an even harmonic 
series for the field current components, whereas the 
even harmonic series corresponds to an odd harmonic 
series of field current components.
Correction for Small Resistances
If the resistances are not neglected, we may 
substitute for equation (147) the following approximations, 
in which is taken as different from ^wc) .
OÛ
ip = bjscdc) ^  + z Z  C-b")” Cos z.n8 j
r+  bpcs) (Svn e  f  £  C-b3"SirtC2.n-<ri)© 1 
n= I ■'
À.L =  ijC6c) -i- y c z c )  C - y C o s  Z J \©
® n= I
+  ijCS) Sin © 2  C~b)”<Sm C2n + 0 © \  ^  
n=i
in which Ipcao , ijwc-) , etc. are the undetermined
coefficients except at t = 0. At t = 0, these
coefficients can be found by equation corresponding
coefficients with equation (147). In writing these
expressions it is assumed that all the harmonic terms 
of the same series are subject to a decrement with the
ÜÎ « m m :  m s k a
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same time constant. This assumption is generally 
justified by tests.
The five current components, tpwo , bpcs) , 
CjCdc) » -tfC2c3 » and are found by substituting
equation (149) into equation (144), expanding the 
trigonometric expressions, and equating coefficients
of corresponding terms on both sides of the equation.
The relatively small resistances in the coefficients 
of the harmonic terms are neglected, but the resistance 
in the do terms are retained. This process yields 
thirteen additional equations for five unknown current 
components. However, only five are found to be non- 
re dundant. They are:
b ) A.p CdO =. 0 
~ A. Xpcs) =• 0
— I  A 4- j>Lpcs)4- 4-
= _
>(150)
The Laplace transforms of equation (150)
CO /
are:
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C es) - -L Mo^"S XpcsîCS)
— À^CdO CO) - ^  -Lpcs) CoO 
*~5t CS) -  Mo-^ C 14- b )  Xpcdc ) CS) =  O  
Xj<iC-5 CS)--^Mq^XptS) Cs) = o
N4q<
z S X jc s f C S ) -   ^Æ  4- CA4- b B 3 s } X ^ w c )C S )
=  JL^ CS) CO') -  C A 4 . b B >  CpOdc) CO)
-  Ipcs) cs)+ M q ^ ^ I^ (d c ) (s)4- es) j
=  __ Æ ^ i
SCO
From equation (147), the initial short circuit 
currents are,
i p « . o C 0 ) = - Æ Ë i l i ! v Ë l
)os\)
Cpcs) Co)
V Xd'x^ 
= J2 J3
Kd '4 -  7 Xd x-g
qc^ico) = j S  J t o _ _ E d
Xd' 4-yx^ \(15Z)
ÛC20 CO) = &   Ëi
V z, Lff v-i' _L r.Xd' -tyxd'x^
-(fcs) Co") ~ ~ f4 ©o—
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Then,
(0) - CA-f b &) Â^ (dc) Co) =
I-j^ Â^ Cdc ) Co) - -1 SAaj Âpcs) CO) =  0
Applying these conditions and solving equations 
(151) simultaneously, we get,
i p c ^ , c s ) = - - ^ 5 3 ^
Xz ( S + )
q « c K S > =  / f
Is«) CS) = _ JZ j3"Ej ^ (X d -X d ')J z  Js Ef_______
' S O U H rX i) (Xd'-f X z ) ( X d + X t ) ( s  + -l—)
Td' ^ Vl5i)
CS) = - /Â — Ei%e©C|4.b) ,
 ^ V ^ X i c s  +  - : ^ )
 ^ / r  M gf. _______ CXd - X « d ' ) S j __________
l-ff CXd'+Xi)CXd+Xz) Cs+-E.)
Tb
in which Ta = —
= armature time constant.
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Td W
_ Xd^ -f y/xd'x^  Lf^
Xd -+yxd.'X<^ Rf
= field time constant,
Xz =V XdX<^
By inverse transform,
, EjSmGa
A.pcdc)=------   £
if (do s /£ — ^4— £
7 2 Lxt Xd'-fXz
-Mb'
 » c,
f t
"Vri' CIS4)
Arcs-) = - S  ±kl_ Ctd-b).. E4jS(n6, g '
Xz
The final approximate current expressions are,
f °° \
■j S i n  & + Z  e-b)'^ Sin Cz.n + 1 ) 0 j
' n=i
-  v / j - e ^ s t n e »  , +  z  f  c - b ) " C o s  z n e ) ................
Xz C n=i
-C155)
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^ J Î  ^  "i " ( l i b ; -  1 ± 7 J  .
j - ^ Z c - L / C o s  ziel
°  M-l
" R U4-W _ EtSm6c c "^fsine + 2 C-bTsîv,(zn+oe^
(-^5 X i  '• n=l ■'
------------- -------- --------0 56 )
By the Fourier series expansion, equations (155) 
and (l56) become,
Àg = J Z J 3 E^CFS;vi6 - 6 S;v\6 ^').................
°  Xcj'4 - C X d - x ^ )  Cos 2©
*-S5  ^ Xd+Xz
ZC FSi'M© - G S M  ©c.'5‘Sine 1
4 =  4 - + i î ^ E s { .  ^
———-----Ci5S)
Xd'4- X<J -CXd'-X^)CoSZ© J 
Hence, for a line-to-line short circuit, all 
the phase currents may be obtained by equation (107) 
since Ào«, = Âo •= o , That is,
■La. = 0
- JT
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Open-phase Voltage 
The «»<.-axis flux linkage for the line-to-line 
short circuit case is, by equation (131),
Hit ^  i-jCos 0 - B 2.0------------
Substituting equations (157) and (158) into 
equation (159), and rearranging, there results,
-  > / #  F  C o s e
^  CX^-Xd^)Ej CFSc»t6-GrSfy\0o)S\r>'2-6 
{  X d ' 4 - -  CX d -  ) Cos 2.6 j.
Comparing with equation (157), we see that,
- 4 - . . IsSIn ze
■ CO c cu r
v f e ^ F C o s e  c )  sir. ze/ÆÆlîL
CSm© -  b S in S ©  -v- b^'SCvi S ©  )
-  ( 0 ‘S -  b C o S  2 . 0 - + b ^ C o s 4 .e - ......
J
  (160
Simplifying, the above equation becomes,
I y^EtFCv+b")
o^< = -------------—^ — ' —  C C03 © — t> CoS 4r \d*"Co SS"0 —..........>
— (Si'n z e  -  bS C n^©  -4- b ’-S\'v>6©-.... )
- --662/
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By differentiation, the open-phase voltage 
is obtained.
ea=
=  - y f  d^ t
=  -E f C X d - X d O C i - t b )  ^  Cos ©  -  bC oS 5 ©  -+ b ’ -CoS S’© — 1
(uTd CXd4-  X z )  ^
4r E^FCl-vbXSiA© - S b S m S ©  -+ S b ’- S m S ©  )
 2  /To . (  Z G  -  b'S(v\  4 - ©  -V b ^ S\vxb e —  .)
CO T o .'
+  4 t >  E ^ e S i A B o C  C o s  2© -  2 b C o s  4 0  4- ^ b ^ C o s  6 © ------- )
----------- c,©5;
Sustained Currents and Voltages 
From equations (155) and (156), the sustained 
armature and field currents are,
Âc = - Âb = csvY\e- bsii\=5© 4- — )— 664)
Xd4rX t
ij =  À.JO +  E  — l i — C i4 -  b b  c -  C o s  2 ©  4- b  C o s  A ©
 ^ X d + X L
— b*  C o s  6 6  4-  C 1 6 5 )
The sustained voltage across the open-phase, 
from equation (163) is,
S o. = %  - ^ ^ ^ C ^ t ^ © - 3 b 3 i n S © 4 - S ' b ^ S \ v \ © - ......■)....................C l66 )
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Prom equations (164), (165), and (166), it
can be seen that the armature current and voltage contain
a fundamental frequency component and odd harmonics.
The field current contains even harmonics only. As the
%
absolute value of b is less than unity, each succeeding 
harmonic is less than the proceeding one, and when b 
is small, the higher harmonics are negligible.
Short-circuit Torque 
The torque equation for the line-to-line 
short circuit case is,
T = -  06T;
By substituting equations (157) and (160) into 
the above equation, we have,
ss J 5 C FSinG — (g Sm  Go) CoS 0
X d ' ) C o 5  2©
5 C X ^ - X d ' ) r E j  C F S i n e - g r S i n  0 o )3 ^ S (n 2 e  1 ____
[  Xd' + X.  ^ -  CXd'- X*  ^) Cos 2 8 ]  Cos z e  J
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CHAPTER V
DETERMINATION OP SYNCHRONOUS
MACHINE CONSTANTS
In obtaining the short circuit currents by '
analytical methods in both the three-phase short circuit
and the line-to-line short circuit cases, the following
machine constants are used;
R^ = armature resistance per phase.
R^ = field resistance.
= direct component of synchronous reactance.
X = quadrature component of synchronous 
^ reactance.
L f = maximum value of mutual inductance between 
armature and field.
X^' = direct-axis transient reactance,
= self inductance of field circuit.
The test methods for measuring these machine constants 
will now be discussed briefly. (^ The machine used in the 
experimental work is specified in Appendix iJ
Rg^  and R^ are obtained experimentally by the 
ordinary do voltmeter-ammeter method, R is found to be 
0.38 ohms and R^ to be 17.12- ohms.
62
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and Xg^  are measured by the slip-test. The 
alternator under investigation is driven at slightly 
less than synchronous speed with its field circuit 
open. Balanced, reduced voltage is applied to the 
armature terminals. Applied armature volts, armature 
current, and the voltage induced in the field are read. 
Variation will occur as shown in Pig. 5.
VOLTS INDUCED 
IN FIELD
VOLTS APPLIED 
TO AJ5MATUKE
Xn and X^. d q
Pig. 5. Slip-test for determining
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At the instant when the voltage across the 
field is zero,
y _ Armature volts per phase 
d Armature current
As the field structure rotates through the gap, at '
slightly greater or lesser speed than synchronous, it
is exposed to the rotating mmf of armature reaction.
The physical poles and the armature-reaction mmf are
alternately in phase and out, the change occuring at
slip frequency, When the axis of the poles and the
axis of the armature-reaction mmf wave coincide, the
armature mmf acts through what is ordinarily the field
magnetic circuit. The voltage applied to the armature
is then equal to the drop caused by the direct component
of armature reaction and leakage reactance. The entire
armature current is in the position of I^, being
completely wattless except for the effect of armature
resistance. Continued rotation brings the armature mmf
in quadrature with the field poles. Under this condition
the applied voltage is equal to the leakage-reactance
drop plus the equivalent voltage drop of the cross-
magnetizing field,. It follows then that the fluctuation
in current as the field slip in and out of step is a
measure of the two components of synchronous machine,
containing as they do, by definition, component effects
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o f leakage reactance as well.
Because of the applied voltage may vary slightly 
with change in current and the swing of the armature 
may he influenced by inertia, an oscillograph record 
is usually taken for reading the values of armature 
current and voltage. The voltage induced in the field 
is a measure of the rate of change of flux through the 
field circuit. The flux is a maximum and the rate of 
change is zero at the instant the mmf's coincide. This 
point serves as an indication for taking the readings.
It corresponds to the instant of minimum current.
Experimentally, the following results are
obtained;
X _ maximum voltage 
d minimum current
“ *^28' ” 10,56 ohms
X = f^iuimum voltage 
q maximum current
= 6.53 ohms
j r
The direct-axis reactance can also be found 
by using the open-circuit and short-circuit characteristics 
of the machine. It equals the open-circuit phase emf 
divided by the short-circuit phase current, both for 
the same field current. The open-circuit emf should be 
taken from a point on the air-gap line so that the 
condition of the magnetic circuit will be taken as the
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same on open circuit as on short circuit. This method
is not disturbed by having induced currents in any closed
circuits on the field poles. The average value of
found by this method, as shown in Fig. 6, is 10.25 ohms,
%
which compares favourably with that obtained by the 
slip-test.
The quadrature-amis reactance is always less
than the direct-axis reactance, and in the absence of
more specific data may be estimated as 0.65 times the
value of X^.
AeKcqruee 
PHA.SE VOUT
160
140
c r
Xd
(OHM)
too
Xd
0-5 ZoI'O
Pig. 6. Determination of X. by the open-circuit 
and short-circuit characteristics.
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^afm’ maximum value of Inductance between 
the armature and the field, can be calculated from the 
open-circuit characteristics of the alternator. It 
equals the maximum value of the open-circuit armature 
emf per phase divided by the direct field current read 
for any point on the air-gap line. An average value 
for found by this method is 0.325 henries.
AIÇMATUK.E 
VOUT. C P H O S H )
Pig. 7 . Calculation of from
open-circuit characteristics.
If the machine is now operated at no load and 
its field winding is short-circuited, the variation of 
armature voltage, shortly after the beginning of the 
transient, will follow a decrement having a time constant 
T^o» which is called the open-circuit time constant and
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is larger than the short-circuit time constant T^'.
These time constants are related by the simple expression;
®d'= ^do
The above relation provides an easy means of 
determining X .*, the direct-axis transient reactance, 
when the other quantities are known.
The method for measureing the open-circuit 
time constant is discussed first. With the machine 
running at synchronous speed, and with its armature 
winding open circuit, build up the armature voltage 
to about half the rated voltage of the machine. Let 
this voltage be (maximum value).
% e n  the voltage in the armature becomes constant, 
suddenly short circuit the field winding and take an 
oscillographic record of the change in the armature 
voltage. A resistance is placed between the field winding 
and the exciter to prevent short-circuiting the field 
voltage source. The function of the envelope of 
armature voltage will be.
or (E-Er) = Eo<5
in which E^ is the residual armature voltage when t = T^^.
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OSCILLOSCOPE
-O-c-
-ir&r-
?ig. 8 . Circuiô diagram for determining
the open-circuit time constant -do*
The time in seconds required for (E - to 
drop from E^ to 0 .368 E^ is T^o*
^do then found by plotting the values of 
(E - E^) as measured from the oscillograph record against 
time on a semi-logrithmic paper. Thus the following 
table is constructed from the values obtained from the 
oscillograph.
Table 1 
Determination of T^^
Time in 
Cycles 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 CO
S in scale 
divisions 2.65 2.5C 2.32 2.20 2.06 1.92 1.80 1.66
E in volts 26.5 25 .0 23 .2 22.0 20.6 19.2 18.0 1 6 .6 0.19
(E - E ) 
volts 26.3 24 .8 23.0 21.8 20.4 19.0 17.8 16.4 0
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:  *
*  I
il i i
«  ,1
i i H *  1 1
W W 
# #
f f *
Pig. 9. Oscillograph for measuring
Scale: 10 volts/div.
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a0-368 X VOUTS ,zo
zo
TIME IN 
CYCLES
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Pig. 10. Determination of graphically.
Prom Pig. 1 0, the open-circuit time constant 
is found to be 15.2 cycles.
To measure the short-circuit time constant 
T^', the machine is run at synchronous speed, and with 
the armature terminals short-circuited. The excitation 
of the machine is suddenly removed by short circuiting 
the field winding. The armature current, therefore, 
decays in an exponential manner, and is recorded by the 
oscillograph. This transient current may be expressed
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in the form:
I =Io£ If
or, Cl-Ir; = locf
in which is the armature current produced hy the 
residual excitation of the machine,
"Vrl
At t = (I - I^) = 1^6 . Therefore,
the time T^’ required for the transient armature current 
to decay to 0,368 of its initial value is called the 
short-circuit time constant. By plotting (I - I^) 
as measured from the oscillograph record against time 
in a semi-logrithmic paper, T^’ can be found.
OSCILLOSCOPE
Fig. 11. Circuit diagram for determining 
the short-circuit time constant T^’.
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Pig. 12. Oscillograph for measuring
Scale: 1 amp/div.
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Table 2
Determination of T ,*a
74
Time in 
cycles 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 oo
I in scale 
divisions
2.30 2 .10 1.82 1.60 1.38 1.20 1.00 0 .84 ------ —
I in amps 2 .30 2 .10 1.82 1.60 1.38 1.20 1.00 0 .84 0.06
(I - Ip)
amps 2.24 2.04 1.76 1.54 1.32 1.14 0 .94 0 .7 8 0
H 4
0 ? 6 8  X Z.-5 =: 0-84.C, a m Rs
Zo
i — T im e >n 
CYCLES
0.6
Pig. 13. Determination of T^»
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When the open.~circu.it and. short-circuit time 
constants are known, the direct transient reactance 1 *^ 
can be calculated from, the following modidified 
expression:
' = "I* - , ----- -— - V where r is thea Lv 2
total resistance in the armature phase.
The transient reactance arises from the physical 
fact that.; at the moment of transition, the fiel: flux 
linkage cannot change, and a transient field current is 
induced to oppose the effect of the new armature 
currents. As a result, the magnetizing effect of the 
armature currents is partially modified and the apparent 
reactance is substantially reduced. The field voltage 
is insufficient to maintain the transient field current, 
and as the field transient dies out, the direct-axis 
reactance is restored to full effectiveness.
We have defined previously that,
Xd — Xd — Xqj;^
"if’ I'f-f’ C8.n therefore be calculated when X.,
and Xg^ g are known. Furthermore, from the definition 
of the open-circuit field time constant, we have,
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Iff
Tdo “ --- > which provides another
I-f
means for calculating 1^^
If the effects of slots are neglected, the 
permeance of the magnetic circuit of the field winding 
alone is unchanged with rotor position, so that the 
self inductance of the field, Iff» is a constant.
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CHAPTER VI 
DIGITAL COMPUTER SOLUTION OP THE 
TRANSIENT EQUATIONS
Experimental Results for the 
Three-Phase Short Circuit 
of a Synchronous Machine
The alternator with a balanced resistive load 
of ten ohms per phase is driven at synchronous speed by 
a shunt-connected dc motor, A five-ohm resistance is 
inserted between the actual terminals of the machine 
and the load to limit the short circuit currents. The 
armature resistance per phase is thus modified to 
5 .38 ohms instead of 0 .38 ogms. The machine is then 
suddenly short circuited at the new terminals, and 
oscillographs for the armature current and the field 
current are taken. Experimental data are recorded as 
follows:
Pield supply voltage = 24.2 volts do.
Pield current = 0.224 amps, dc.
24-'7
Open-circuit terminal voltage =
= 14.25 volts rms.
77
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Terminal voltage before short circuit =
0 3
= 8.43 volts.
Armature current before short circuit = 0.75 amps. 
Armature current after short circuit = 1.31 amps.
S SL
OSCILLOSCOPE
Pig. 14. Wiring diagram for a three-phase 
short circuit.
fEisïTï 0F îFE'isss mmnï
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Pig. 15. Oscillographs for armature current (upper) 
and field current (lower) for a three-phase short 
circuit of a loaded alternator.
Scale: Armature current, 2 amps/div,
Pield current, 0.2 amps/div.
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Experimental Results for the 
Line-to-Iiine Short Circuit 
of a Synchronous Machine
The same alternator with a total resistance 
of 5*38 ohms per phase is driven at synchronous speed 
by a shunt-connected do motor. Phase b and phase c 
of the alternator are then short circuited, and 
oscillographs for the voltage in phase a, the short- 
circuit current in phase b or c, and the field current 
of the alternator are taken. The experimental data 
are recorded as follows:
Speed = 1200 rpm.
Pield supply voltage = 24.2 volts dc.
Pield current = 0.224 amps do.
Open-circuit terminal voltage = —f l —is
= 14.25 volts rms.
Short-circuit armature current = 1.67 amps.
Open-phase voltage = 12.4 volts rms.
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"W*---
Fig. 16. Wiring diagram for a line-to-line 
short circuit.
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Fig. 17. Oscillographs for open-phase voltage (upper), 
short-circuit armature current (middle), and field 
current (lower) for a line-to-line short circuit of 
an alternator.
Scales; Voltage, 50 volts/div.
Armature current, 15 amps/div.
Field current, 5 .4 amps/div.
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Digital Computer Solution of the .Transient 
Equations for a Three-Phase 
Short Circuit
The approximate solutions for the short-circuit
armature current and the short-circuit field current
%
for a three-phase short circuit as developed In Chapter 
II will now be solved using a Royal-McBee LGP-30 digital 
computer. Recalling,
-La = - _ Ëi  + Çxd-Xd') Vfl^ e
C r * - i - X d X ' g ) C J
Cos ( t o t  +  00  4- "felrt"')
ù  = i*. + 4  ■<: rsi. a -f- y-; ç o s » ,
 ^ i f  V* Xd'x^
= 14.25 volts, rms.
V„ - 8 .42 volts, 
r = 5.0 + 0,38 = 5 .38 ohms.
Xd = 10.36 ohms.
Xq^  = 6.33 ohms.
^afm ~ JËXI4.25 = 0.238 henries,
0.224 377
^ff “ 17.12 X 15.2 = 4.34■henries,
60
X^' = 2 .9 8 ohms.
Ida' = sec.
60
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The torque angle é is found graphically using 
the experimental data in the three-phase short circuit.
Pig. 18. To determine the torque angle 
graphically.
to he,
Prom Pig. 15, the switching angle is found
60 = 56 -t- 2l‘ 
= 57°
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Pig. 19. Computer solution of transient 
armature current (upper) and transient field current 
(lower) for a three-phase short circuit of a loaded 
alternator.
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Computer Solution of Armature Current 
in Three-Phase Short Circuit
COOOOOOO. 00 00000000. 00- 38759586. 08-
20000000. 06- 34906667. 08-- 13869235. 07-
59599999.  06- 69813333. 08- 22127205. 07-
59999999. 06^ 104-72000. 07- 27667850. 07-
80000000. 06-- 13962667. 07- 29844450. 07-
10000000. 05- 17453333. 07- 28418891. 07-
12000000. 05- 20944000. 07- 23587413. 07=-
140000Ü0. 05- 24454666. 07- 15954042. 07-
16000000. 05- 27925333. 07- 64552295. 08-
17999999. 05- 314 i 6 ooo .  07- 37548769.- 08-
20000000. 05- 34906666. 07- 13444555.- 07-
21999999. 05- 38597533. 07- 21452867.'- 07-
25999999. 05- 41887999. 07- 26828797.- 07-
25999999. 05- 45378665. 07- 28945875.- 07-
27999999. 05- 48869552. 07- 27565600.- 07-
29999999. 05- 52359998. 07- 22882712.-- 07-
31999999. 05'- 55850665. 07- 15479734.- 07-
55999999. 05- 59341331. 07- 62641670.- 08-
55999999. 05- 62831998. 07- 36446308. 08.
57999999, 05'- 66522664. 07- 15051279. 07-
.59999996. 05- 69813331. 07- 20828457. 07-
41999958. 05- 73303997. 07- 26051868. 07-
43999998. 05- 76794664. 07- 28109980. 07-
45999998. 05- 80285331. 07- 26775488. 07-
47999993. 05- 83775998. 07- 22230185. 07-
49999558. 05- 87266664. 07- 15040543. 07-
51959599. 05- 90757331. 07- 60872500.- 08-
55999999. 05- 94247997. 07- 35425484.- 08-
55999999. 05- 97758664. 07- 12687145.- 07-
57999998. 05- 10122935. 06- 20250282.- 07-
59999999. 05- 10471999. 06- 25532464.-- 07-
61959999. 05- 10821066. 06- 27337826.- 07-
65999598. 05- 11170133. 06- 26043875.- 07-
65999998. 05- 11519199. 06- 21625970.- 07-
67999998. 05- 11868266. 06s. ■ 14633868.- 07-
69999999. 05- 12217333. 06- 59234290.- 08-
YI999998. 05- 12566399. 06- 34480285. 08-
73999998. 05- 12915466. 06- 12349973. 07-
75999997. 05- 15264533. 06- 19714915. 07-
77999997. 05- 13613599. 06- 24666326. 07-
79999998. 05- 13962666. 06- 26622843. 07-
61999993. 05- 14511752. 06- 25366429. 07-
85999997. 05- 14660799. 06- 21066491. 07-
85999997. 05- 15009866. 06- i4257304. 07-
87999996. 05- 15558932. 06- 57717358.- 08-
89599997. 05- 15707999. 06- 33605083.- 08-
91999997. 05- 16057066. 06-- 12037765.- 07-
95999997. 05- 164o6 1 3 2 . 06- 19219188.- 07-
95999996. 05- 16755199. 06- 24049510.- 07-
97999996. 05- 17104265. 06-- 25960797.- 07-
99999995. 05- 17453332. 06-- 24739140.- 07-
10199599. o4- 17802359. 06- 20543450.-- 07-
10399999. o4» 18151465. 06- 13908612.- 07-
10595599. 04- 18500532. 06- 56512714.“ 08-
tAA1iO^ GA_ OO"*»
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20000000,
21999999.
25999999.
25999999.
27999999.
29999999.
51999999.
55999999.
55999999.
37999999.
39999998.
41999998.
45999998.
45999998.
47999993.
49999553.
51999999.
55999999.
55999999.
57999998.
59999999.
61599959.
65999998.
65999598.
67999998.
69999999.
71999998.
75999998.
75999997.
77999997.
79999998.
81999998.
85999997.
85999997.
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89999997.
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12599999.
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15199999.
15599999.
15599999.
15799999.
15999999.
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14599993.
U?- :?JL*+JLUUUW.
05- 34906666.
05- 38397333.
05- 41887999.
05- 45578665.
05- 48869332.
05- 52359998.
05-- 55850665.
05- 59541331.
05- 62831958.
05- 66522664.
05- 69813331.
05-- 73303997.
05- 76754664.
05- 80285331.
05- 83775998.
05- 87266664.
05- 90757331.
05- 94247997.
05- 97738664.
05- 10122933.
05- 10471999.
05- 10821066.
05- 11170133.
05- 11519199.
05- 11868266.
05- 12217533.
05- 12566399.
05- 12915466.
05- 13264533.
05- 13613599.
05- 13962666.
05- 14311732.
05- 14660799.
05- 15009866,
05- 15358932.
05- 15707999.
05- 16057066.
05- i64o6132.
05- 16755199.
05- 17104265.
05- 17453332. 
04- 17802559. 
04. 18151465. 
04- 18500532. 
04^ 18849596. 
04.. 19198665. 
04- 19547732. 
04^ 19896798. 
04w 20245865.
04- 20594931.
04- 20943998. 
04- 21295065. 
04- 21642131. 
04- 21991198.
04- 22340264.
o4- 22669331. 
04- 23038598. 
04- 23387454. 
04- 23736531. 
04- 24035597. 
04- 24454664. 
04- 24783751. 
04- 25132797.
Uf- uu-
07- 13444535.- 07- 
07- 21452867.- 07- 
07- 26828797.- 07- 
07- 28943875.- 07- 
07- 27565600.- 07- 
07- 22882712.- 07- 
07- 15479734.- 07- 
07- 62641670.- 08- 
07- 36446308. 08-
07- 15051279. 07- 
07- 20828457. 07- 
07- 26051868. 07- 
07- 28109980. 07- 
07- 26775488. 07- 
07- 22230185. 07- 
07- 15040545. 07- 
07- 60872500.- 08- 
07- 35425484.- 08- 
07- 12687145.- 07- 
06- 20250282.- 07- 
06- 25332464.- 07- 
06- 27337826.- 07-
06- 26043875.- 07-
06- 21625970.- 07-
06- 14653868.- 07-
06- 59234290.- 08
06- 34480283. 08
06- 12349973. 07
06- 19714915. 07
06- 24666526. 07
06- 26622843. 07
06- 25366429. 07
06- 21066491. 07
06- 14257304. 07
06- 57717358.- 08
06- 33605083.- 08
06- 12037765.- 07
06- 19219188.- 07
06- 24049510.- 07-
06- 25960797.- 07-
06- 24739140.- 07-
06- 20548450.'- 07-
06- 13908612.- 07-
06- 56512714.- c8-
06- 52794709. 08-
06- 11748677. 07-
06- 18760168. 07-
06- 23478365. 07-
06- 25547770. 07-
06- 24158298. 07-
06- 20068731. 07-
06- 13585742. 07-
06- 55012072.- 08-
06- 32044336.- 08-
06- 11480993.- 07-
06- 18335137.- 07-
06- 22949506.- 07-
06- 24780131.- 07-
06- 23620461.- 07-
06- 19624545.- 07-
06- 13286772.- 07-
06- 55807676.- 08-
06- 31349573. 08-
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1^999958. 04;. 26179997 . 06-- 22459809. 07-
15199993 . 04%. 26529064. o6;- 24254521. 07-
15599993. 04- 26878130. 06- 23122441. 07-
15599993. 04- 27227197. 06  ^ 19213244. 07-
15799993. 04%. 27576263. 06^ 15009934. 07-
15999993. 04_ 27925530. 06- 52692404.- 08-
16199998. o4- 28274597. 06-- 30706304.- 08-
16599993. 04- 28623463. 06%. 11003654.%. 07-
16599998. 04;% 28972530. 06- 17577159.- 07-
16799993. 04^ 29521596. 06-- 22006369.- 07-
16999998. o4- 29670663. 06%. 23767828.-w 07-
17199993. 04%. 50019730. 06-- 22661294.- 07-
17599998. 04%. 50368796. 06-- 18832391.- 07-
17599998. 04%. 30717865. 06- 12755592.- 07-
17799998. o4_ 31066929. 06- 51659649.- 08-
17999998. 04- 31415996. 06- 50110677. 08-
18199993. 04%. 31765063. 06- 10791124. 07- '
18399998. 04- 32114129. 06- 17239727. 07-
18599998. 04%. 32463196. 06- 21586503. 07-
18799998. 04- 32812262. 06- 25517169. 07-
18999998. 04- 35161329. 06- 22234290. 07-
19199998. 04%. 33510595. 06%. 18479734. 07-
19399998.  o4^ 53859462. 06- 12516222. 07-
19599997. 04%. 34208528. 06. 50705503. 08%.
19799997. 04;% 54557595. 06%. 29559248.- 08%.
19999997. 04- 34906662. 06- 10594358.- 07-
20199997. 04%. 35255728. 06- 16927282.-07-
20399997. 04;- 35604795. 06- 21197728.- 07-
20599997. 04- 35955861. 06- 22899878.- 07-
20799997. 04- 36502923. 06- 21838899.- 07-
20999997. 04%. 36651995. 06- 18155189.- 07-
21299997. 04%% 37001061. 06- 12296420.- 07-
21399997. 04- 37350127. 06- 49817789.- 08-
21599996. 04- 37699194. 06- 29048626. 08-
21799996. 04- 38048261. 06- 10412158. 07-
21999996. 04- 38397527. 06- 16637965. 07-
22199996. o4- 58746594. 06- 20857757. 07-
22599996. 04- 59095460. 06- 22515485. 07-
22599996. 04- 59444527. 06- 21472786. 07-
22799996. 04- 59795595. 06-- 1785(^ 18. 07-
22999996. 04- 4oi4266o. 06- 12092905. 07-
25199996. 04- 40491726. 06- 48997865.- 08w
25599996. 04%. 4o34o795. 06- 28575868,- 08-
23599996. o4- 41189859. 06- 10243446.%. 07-
25799996. 04- 41558926. 06- 16570076.- 07-
25999996. 04%. 41887992. 06- 20504599.- 07-
24199995. o4- 42257059. 06- 22155696.- 07-
24599995. c4- 42586126. 06- 21135776.- 07-
24599995. o4. 42955192. 06- 17570836.- 07-
24799995. 04%. 43284258. 06- 11904448.- 07-
24999995. o4- 43633525. 06- 48238506.- 08-
25199995. 04- 43982392. 06%. 28138095. 08--
25599995. 04- 44331458. 06- 10097239. 07-
25599995. 04- 44680525. 06- 16122021. 07-
25799995.■ 04- 45029591. 06- 20195744. 07-
25999995. o4- 45378658. 06- 21824401. 07-
26199995. 04%. 45727724. 06- 20815864. 07-
26359995. 04- 46076791. 06- 17511576. 07-
26599995. 04- 46425857. 06- 11729936. 07-
26795995. 04- 46774924. 06- 47555391.- 08-
26999994. 04- 47125990. 06- 27752870.- 08-
27199994. 04- 47473057.. 06- 99426019.-08- 
27399594. o4- 47822124. 06- 15892342.- 07-
27599994. o4- 48171190. 06- 19509947.- 07-
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26599995. 04- 46076791. 06- 17311576. 07-
26599995. 04- 46425857. 06- 11729936. 07-
26799995. 04- 46774924. 06- 47535391.- 08-
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27199994. 04- 47473057. 06- 99426019.- 08-
■ 27599994. 04%. 47822124. 06- 15892342.- 07-
27599994. 04%. 48171190. 06- 19909947.- 07-
27799994. c4- 48520257. 06- 21517635.- 07-
27999994. 04- 48869323. 06- 20529195.- 07-
28199994. 04- 49218390. 06- 17071512.- 07»,
28399994. 04- 49567456. 06- 11568338.- 07-
28599994. o4- 49916523. 06- 46884196.- 08-
28799994. 04- 50265589. 06- 27357656. 08-
28999994. o4- 50614656. 06- 98086660. 08-
29199994. 04- 50963722. 06- 15679668. 07-
29599994. 04- 51312789. 06- 19645313. 07-
29599993. 04- 51661855. 06- 21253583. 07-
29799993. 04- 52010922. 06- 20260045. 07-
29999993. 04- 52359988. 06- 16849219. 07-
30199995. 04^ 52709055. 06- 11418707. 07-
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lk.5999^ . c4- 31046828. 08- 
lk.399993. o4- 30975237. 08- 
1 7^99993. o4- 50900272. 08- 
1 9^99993, 04- 30827929. 08- 
15199996. o4- 30756201. 08- 
15399998. o4- 50683063. 08- 
15599998. o4- 30614571. 08- 
15799998. o4- 30544659. 08- 
rv,', 04- 50475342. 08-
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16199993. 04%. 5o4o66i5. o8- 
16399998. 04- 50358472. 08- 
16599998. 04- 50270910. 08- 
16799998. o4- 50205925. 08- 
16999998. o4_ 50157506. 08- 
17199998. 04- 50071654. 08- 
17599998. 04- 50006362. 08- 
17599998. 04- 29941626. 08- 
17799998. o4- 29877441. 08-
17999998. 04- 29815803. 08- 
18199998. 04%. 29750706. 08- 
18599998. 04- 29688146. 08- 
18599998. 04- 29626118. 08- 
18799998. 04- 29564619. 08- 
18999998. 04- 29505642, 08-
19199998. 04%. 29443185. 08- ,
19399998. C4- 29383242. 08- 
19599997. 04%. 29325810, 08- 
19799997. 04- 29264885. 08- 
19999997. 04- 29206458. 08- 
20199997. 04%. 29148530. ■ 08- 
20399997. o4- 29091095. 03- 
20599997. 04- 29054149. 08- 
20799997. 04- 28977687, 08- 
20999997. 04%. 28921706. 08- 
21199997. 04%. 28866201. 08- 
21599997. 04%. 28811169. 06--
21599996. 04%. 28756605. 08- 
21799996. 04%% 28702506. 08-- 
21999996. 04%. 28648867. 08%.
22199996. 04%. 28595684. 08%.
22399996. 04%. 28542955. 08%.
22599996. o4- 28490675. 08%. ■
22799996. 04- 28438837. 03%.
2299996. o4-- 28387442. 08%.
25199996. 04%. 28336485. 08%.
23399996. 04%. 26285961. 08%.
23599996. 04%. 28235867. 08%.
23799996. 04%. 28186199. 08%.
23999996. 04%. 28156954. 03%.
24199995. 04- 280S8129. 08%.
24399995. o4%. 28039719. 08%.
24599995. c4- 27991720. 08%.
2479995, 04-- 27944131. 08%.
24999995. o4%% 27896946. 08%.
25199995. 04%. 27850165. 08%.
25599595. 04%. 27803778. 08%.
25599995. ok-^  27757766. 08%.
25799995. 04%. 27712189. 08%.
25999995. 04%. 27666978. 03%.
26199995. 04%. 27622152. 08%.
26399995. 04%. 27577708. 08%.
26599995. 04%. 27533642. 08%.
26799995. o4%% 27489951. 08%.
26999994. 04%. 27446631. 08%.
27199994. 04%. 27405681. oS-- 
27399994. 04%. 27561096. 08%.
27599994. 04^ 27318873. 08%.
27799994. 04%. 27277010. 08%.
27999994. 04%. 27235503. 03%.
28199994. 04%. 27194549. 08-- 
28399994. 04%. 27153546. 08%.
28599994. 04%. 27115090. 08%.
28799994. 04%% 27072978. 03%.
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19999997. o4- 29206458. 08- 
20199997. o4-- 29148550. 08- 
20599997. 04- 29091095. 03- 
20599997. 04- 29054149. 08- 
20799997. o4- 28977687. 08.
20999997. 04%. 28921706. 08- 
21199997. 04%. 28866201. 08-
21599997. 04%. 26811169. 08-- 
21599996. o4- 28756605. 08%.
21799996. 04;^ 28702506. 08- 
21999996. 04%, 28648867. 08- 
22199996. 04%. 28595684. 08- 
22599996. 04%. 28542955. 08%.
22599996. 04%. 28490675. 08- 
22799996. 04- 28458857. 08- 
2299996. 04.- 28587442, o3'-
25199996. o4- 28556485. 08- 
25599996. 04%. 28285961. 08-
25599996. 04%, 28255867. 03%.
25799996. 04%. 28186199.. 03%.
25999996. 04%. 28156954. 08- 
24199995. 04%. 28088129. 08%.
24599995. 04%, 28059719. 08%.
24599995. o4- 27991720. 08-- 
2479995. 04-- 27944151. 03- 
24999995. o4- 27896946. 03- 
25199995. 04%. 27850163. 08- 
25599995. 04- 27805778. 08- 
25599995. 04- 27757788. 08- 
25799995. 04- 27712189. 08- 
25999995. 04- 27666978. 08- 
26199995. 04- 27622152. 08- 
26399995. 04%, 27577708. 08- 
26599995. 04%. 27535642. 08- 
26799995. 04%. 27489951. 08- 
26999994. 04- 27446631. 08- 
27199994. 04- 27405681. 08- 
27599994. 04%. 27361096. 08- 
27599994. o4- 27518875. 08- 
27799994. o4- 27277010. 08%.
27999994. o4- 27255503. 08- ,
28199994. 04- 27194549. 08- 
28599994. o4- 27155546. 08- 
28599994. 04%, 27115090. 08%.
28799994. 04%. 27072978. 08- 
28999994. o4-% 27055207. 08- 
29199994. 04%. 26995775. 08- 
29399994. o4- 26954679. 08-
29599993. 04%. 26915915. 08- 
29799995. 04- 26877481. 08- 
29999995. 04- 26859374. 08%.
30199993. 04- 26801592. 08-
30599995. o4- 26764151. 08- 
30599995. o4- 26726989. 08- 
30799995. o4- 26690163. 08- 
30999995- o4- 26655651. 08%.
31199993. 04- 26617449. 08- 
31399995. 04%. 26581555. 08- 
31599993. 04%. 26545967. 08- 
51799993. 04- 26510682. 08- 
31999993. 04%. 26475697. 08-
32199992. o4- 26441010. 08%.
o4- 264o66i8. ■ 08- X.
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55199992. 04» 26271952. 08-- 
35599992. 04» 26258999. 08» 
35599992. 04» 26206526. 08» 
35799992. 04» 26175931. 08» 
35999992. 04» 26i4i812. 08» 
5ki99992. 04» 26109967. 08» 
34599992. 04» 26076592. 08» 
$4599992. o4» 26047087, 08» 
5 4 7 9 9 9 9 1 , o4» 26016047. 08» 
34999991, 04» 25985272. 08» 
35199991. o4» 25954758. 08» 
35599991. 04» 25924505. 08» 
55599991. 04» 25894509. 08» 
35799991. o4» 25864768. 08» 
35999991. . 04- 25855280, 0 8 - ^
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Digital Computer.-Solution', of the Transient 
Equations for a Line-to-Line 
Short Circuit
Recalling from Chapter IV the following
transient equations:
“ + - 1 ^ ) 6 .
{sirt e + 2  Czn+) )e’|
'■ n=i J
- , +  (-bjocos zne}
Ai I n=)
C - b T C o s  2.V \©1  
V t> m=i J
- £  ^{Sine+Z(-b)''SiMC2n+\Dej
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"Vrd
g-OL =  £^CXd-Xd X l+ b ) ._g^  (C os e  -  bCOS. se-t-b^ Cos 5-©— )
00 Td CXd + Xz)
_{. F  C1-+- b) C Si^e -  3 b Sin 3© -t- s  b"- Sîn f ©  )
- z b £-{- S<n Go p - Vrol , 2. e - b Sin 4-0 + b="3in 6©---)
4- 4 b E f â S f w © o C C o s Z © - l b C o s 4 © 4 -  Sb'^CosG© 3
in which,
-•C/Td'
-  H- I -  -  > c.
Xdf Xz
• p =  Xd ' - tXz . ^  _XdX _X 2_^  £
Xd-f Xi  -f
<F = £
Since the vlaue of b is much less than unity, 
the higher harmonics can be neglected, and in computing 
the transient equations, the value of n is taken to 2 
only.
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FIELD 
CUR.SENT
ComPOT<££. SOLUTION 
asciL.uocaej=vM-2
CU£KEN5T 
/^, (PHASS c)
- 2
20
VOLTS
-10
Pig. 20. Computer solution of transient field 
current (upper), armature current (middle), and open-
phase voltage (lower) for a line-to-line short.circuit 
of an alternator.
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The results obtained experimentally and the 
solution of the transient equations by the digital computer 
agree closely and they are in accordance with the results 
expected. The chief source of error arises from the 
difficulty involved in evaluating the switching angle 
accurately from the oscillographs. It must also not be 
forgotten that certain approximations are introduced in 
order to arrive at the final equations for short-circuit 
currents. The percentage difference in the results by 
the two methods, however, are certainly within the ten- 
percent margin.
It is felt that should sufficient appropriate 
equipments be available, the short-circuits of the 
machine should be done at normal voltage instead of 
at reduced voltage. Saturation effect will then of 
course be more appreciable. The study and the experimental 
investigation of the effects of saturation on machines 
will be, in the opinion of the author, a good and 
valuable extension to this thesis.
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COMPUTER SOLUTION OP THE TRAHSIEKT EQUATIONS FOR A 
LINE-TO-LINE SHORT CIRCUIT
44999998. 
89999999.
15499999.
17999999. 
22499999. 
26999999. 
51499999. 
55999999. 
40499999.
44999999. 
49499999. 
55999999. 
58499999. 
62999999. 
67500000. 
72000000. 
76500000. 
81000000. 
85499999. 
89999999. 
94499999. 
98999999. 
10549999. 
10799999. 
11250000. 
11699999. 
12149999. 
12599999. 
15050000.
15500000. 
15950000. 
14400000. 
14850000. 
15500000. 
15750000.
16200000. 
16649999. 
17099999. 
17549999. 
17999999., 
18449999. 
18899999. 
19549999. 
19799999. 
20249999. 
20699999. 
21149999. 
21599999. 
22049998. 
22499998. 
22949998.
p-S'-5qqoqft. 
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06- 14409545.
06- 20185595.
05- 14112527.
05- 12215964.-
05- 14165525.-
05- 19804757.-
05- 15866371.-
05- 11615855.
05- 13880455.
05- 19432750.
05- 13591164.
05- 11014373.-
05- 13626544.-
05- 19078322.-
05- 13365148.-
05- 10456637.
05- 13572855.
05- 18765750.
05- 15129057.
05- 98774582.-
05- 15159046.-
05- 18455637.- 
04- 12902646.-
04- 95885852.
04- 12955438.
04- 18166830.
04- 12716142.
04- 89140583.- 
04- 12742157.-
04- 17864730.-
04t 12539555.-
04- 84453006.
04- 12548846.
04- 17614950.
04- 12342575.
04- 80138557.- 
04- 12555842.-
04- 17567003.-
04- 12265572.-
04- 76056375.
04-
04-
04-
04-
04-
04-
04-
04-
04-
04-
04-
0A-
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06- 20564887. 07
06- 29652854. 07
06- 20352825. 07
08- 20344200.- 12
06- 20146750.- 07
06- 29054519.- 07
05- 19945283.- 07
08- 39859480. 12
06- 19750119. 07
06- 28486956. 07
06- 19558698. 07
08- 58581165.- 12
06- 19573887.- 07
06- 27948583.- 07
06- 19191995.- 07
08- 76491830. 12'
06- 19017009. 07
06- 27457898. 07
06- 18844150. 07-
09- 94023685.- 12
06- 18678485.- 07
06- 26955479.- 07-
05- 18514194.- 07 
09- 1 1048326. 11-
06- 18357372. 07-
06- 26493973. 07-
06- 18201204. 07
09- 12595641.- 11-
06- 18052792.- 07-
06- 26058099.- 07-
06- 17904296.- 07 
09- 14326317. 11-
06- 17763865. 07
06- 25644643. 07-
06- 17622669. 07
09- 15825456.- 11
06- 17489801.- 07
06- 25252451.- 07'
06- 17355523.- 07'
09- 17284835. 1 1-
17229831. 07
24880429. 07-
17102113. 07-
18663702 . -  11- 
16983238.- 07-
24527541.- 07-
1 6861740.- 07- 
20055561. 11- 
16749523. 07-
24192802. 07-
16635727. 07-
91 ?qqAQi —  11. 
reproduction prohibited without
34147796. 08-
17333050. 07- 
33812477. 08-
- 97752914.- 08-
- 33491659. 08-
- 17002131. 07-
- 33169679. 08-
- 95918840.- 08-
- 32869287. 08-
- 16688230, 07-
- 32559924. 08-
- 94179092.- 08-
- 32278955. 08-
- 16390474. 07-
- 31981512. 08- 
- 92528821.- 08-
- 31718998. 08-
- 16108031. 07-
- 31432815. 08-
- 90963423.- 08-
- 31187852. 08-
- 15840114. 07-
- 30912329. 08-
 89478534.- 08-
- 30684078. 08-
- 15585977. 07-
- 30418554. 08-
- 88070013.- 08-
- 30206385. 08-
- 15544910. 07-
- 29950003. . 08-
 86735955.- 08-
- 29753166. 08-
- 15116240. 07-
- 29505687. 08-
- 85466568.- 08-
- 29523250. 08-
- 14899552. 07-
- 29084141. 08-
- 84264384.- 08-
- 28915440. 08-
- 14693579. 07-
- 28684278. 08-
 83124027.- 08-
- 28528728. 08-
 14498408. 07-
 28304983. 08-
 82042321.- 08- 
- 29161861. 08-
- 14515275. 07-
- 27945238. 08-
Riniil9 /7 _  
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Iuo- iiu lopjjy;). Ub- 29652854. 07- 17333050. 07-
13499999. 05- 14112527. 06- 20352825. 07- 33812477. 08-
17999999. 05- 12215964.- 08- 20344200.- 12- 97752914.- 08-
22499999. 05- 14165525.- 06- 20146750.- 07- 33491659. 08-
26999999. 05- 19804757.- 06- 29054519.- 07- 17002131. 07-
31499999. 05- 15866571.- 06- 19945283.- 07- 55169679. 08-
35999999. 05- 11615855. 08- 39859480. 12- 95918840.- 08-
40499999. 05- 13880455. 06- 19750119. 07- 52869287. 08-
44999999. 05- 19452750. 06- 28486956. 07- 16688230. 07-
49499999. 05- 15591164. 06- 19558698. 07- 32559924. 08-
53999999. 05- 11014575.- 08- 58581165.- 12- 94179092.- 08-
58499999. 05- 13626544.- 06- 19573887.- 07- 52278953. 08-
62999999. 05- 19078322.- 06- 27948583.- 07- 16390474. 07-
67500000. 05- 15565148.- 06- 19191995.- 07- 51981512. 08-
72000000. 05- 10456637. 08- 76491830. 12- 92528821.- 08-
76500000. 05- 13372855. 06- 19017009. 07- 31718998. 08-
81000000. 05- 18765730. 06- 27437898. 07- I6IO8O3I. 07-
85499999. 05- 15129057. 06- 18844150. 07- 31432815. 08-
89999999. 05- 98774582.- 09- 94023685.- 12- 90963423.- 08-
94499999. 05- 15159046.- 06- 18678485.- 07- 31187852. 08-
98999999. 05- 1-8455637.- 06- 26953479.- 07- 15840114. 07-
10549999. 04- 12902646.- 06- 18514194.- 07- 30912329. 08-
10799999. 04- 95885852. 09- 11048326. 11- 89478534.- 08-
11250000. 04- 12955438. 06- 18357372. 07- 30684078. 08-
11699999. 04- 18166830. 06- 26493973. 07- 15585977. 07-
12149999. 04- 12716142. 06— 18201204. 07- 30418554. 08-
12599999. 04- 89140583.- 09- 12595641.- 11- 88070013.- 08-
15050000. 04- 12742157.- 06- 18052792.- 07- 30206385. 08-
15500000. 04- 17864730.- 06- 26058099.- 07- 15344910. 07-
15950000. 04-r 12539355.- 06— 17904296.- 07- 29950003. 08-
14400000. 04- 84455006. 09- 14326317. 1 1- 86733935.- 08-
14850000. 04- 12548846. 06- 17763865. 07- 29753166. 08-
15500000. 04- 17614950. 06- 25544643. 07- 15116240. 07-
15750000. 04- 12342575. 06- 17622669. 07- 29505687. 08-
16200000. 04- 80138557.- 09- 15825456.- 11- 85466568,- 08-
16649999. 04- 12355842.- 06— 17489801.- 07- 29323250. 08-
17099999. 04- 17567003.- 06- 25252451.- 07- 14899552. 07-
17549999. 04- 12265572.- 06- 17555523.- 07- 29084141. 08-
17999999. 04- 76056373. 09- 17284835. 11- 84264384.- 08-
18449999. 04- 17229831. 07- 28915440. 08-
18899999. 04- 24880429. 07- 14695579. 07-
19549999. 04- 17102113. 07- 28684278. 08-
19799999. 04— 18663702.- 11- 83124027.- 08-
20249999. 04- 16983238.- 07- 28528728. 08-
20699999. 04- 24527541.- 07- 14498408. 07-
21149999. 04- 16861740.- 07- 28304983. 08-
21599999. 04- 20055561. 11- 82042321.- 08-
22049998. 04- 16749523. 07- 29161861. 08-
22499998. 04- 24192802. 07- 14315275. 07-
22949998. 04- 16633727. 07- 27945258. 08-
25599998. 04- 21329491.- 11- 81016247.- 08-
25849998. 04- 16527442.- 07- 27813903. 08-
24299998. 04- 2387527.8.- 07- 14157663. 07-
24749998. 04- 15417437.- 07- 27603791. 08-
25199998. 04- 22577275. 11- 80042944.- 08-
25649998. 04- 16316981. 07- 27483882. 08-
26099998. 04- 23574085. 07- 13971083. 07-
26549998. 04- 16212262. 07- 27279945. 08-
26999998. 04- 23799831.- 11- 79119699.- 08-
27449998. 04- 16117341.- 07-. 27170877. 08-
27899997. 04- 23288383.- 07- 13813070. 07-
28549997. 04- 16017642.- 07- 26972707. 08-
28799997. 04- 25002763. 11- 78243936.- 08-
29249997. 04- 15927973. 07- 26874013. 08-
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31049997. 04-
31499997. 04-
31949997. 04-
32399997. 04-
32849997. 04-
33299997. 04-
33749996. 04-
34199996. 04-
34649995. 04-
35099996. 04-
35549996. 04-
35999996. 04-
36449996. 04-
36899996. 04-
37349996. 04-
37799996. 04-
38249996. 04-
38699996. 04-
39149996. 04-
39599995. 04-
40049995. 04-
40499995. 04-
40949995. 04-
41399995. 04-
41849994. 04-
42299994. 04-
42749994. 04-
15748353.- 07- 
22760303.- 07- 
15657906.- 07- 
27434955. 11-
15577968. 07-
22516453. 07-
15491781. 07-
28582842.- 11- 
15416350.- 07- 
22285145.- 07- 
15334202.- 07- 
29796631. 11-
15263047. 07-
22065732. 07-
15184723. 07-
30839415.- 11- 
15117626.- 07- 
21857605.- 07- 
15042930.- 07- 
31950931. 11-
14979693. 07-
21660181. 07- 
14908424. 07-
33050829.- 11- 
14848858.- 07- 
21472911.- 07- 
14780845. - 07-
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APPENDIX I
Physical Construction of the Machine 
and Name Plate Data
Manufacturer; Y/estinghouse Electric Corporation.
Serial Number: DC G-enerator-Motor SSMG-1
Six-Plias0 Alternator-Synchronous 
Motor EEMG2.
DC Motor
Type - SK 
Frame - 326 
HP - 7 .5  
Volts - 230 
Amps - 29 
RPM - 950-1200 
Compound Wound 
Style - 1633517 
Serial - 18-58 
io Load - 100 
Hours - 24 
°C Rise Open - 50
AC Alternator
EVA - 4
Volts - 110/220 
Amps - 21/ 10.5 
Phase — 1—3—6 
Style - 1633518 
Serial - 1 
Hours - 24 
RPM - 1200 
Exc. Amp. - 3 .2  
Exc. Volts - 125 
Cycles - 60 
^ PF - 90
’fo jjoad — 100 
°C Rise - 50
89
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APPENDIX II
The General Equation of 
Induced Voltage
Faraday’s law states that the voltage induced
in a closed circuit is proportional to the time rate of
increase of the flum linked with that circuit.
e = - N  dd)
10® dt
The negative sign is occasioned by lens's law, v/hich 
recognizes that any current which is permitted to flow 
as a result of this voltage will oppose the original 
flux change.
I
X o
skew coil sides.
Fig. 1. Fractional-pitch coil with
90
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Fig. 2. A single coil in the field.
Referring to Fig. 2 , let the flux density 
distribution be specified by the Fourier series,
/9 = Z/5KSinkC^±l^<)
in which k = order of the space harmonic.
/5k = amplitude of the harmonic ( a 
function of time).
Yk = phase angle (position) of the k"^  ^
harmonic ( a function of time).
Zr = pitch (wave-length) of the fundamental,
XL = distance measured from an arbitrary 
stationary reference axis.
Pig. 1 shows a coil of h turns with effective 
coil length A  , coil pitch p, and with center located
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at Xq ' measured from an arbitrary reference axis. Then 
its .trailing and leading coil sides are located at
x '=  C%o -  p -^  ■+ )
x!' = ( X o ' - f  4-
in v/hich cx = angle of skew.
The flux linked with the coil at any particular 
instant is,
43 = j  jLpdx = Z  KpKKsK
Xo'-Ç
in which = 8 in RLPILpk ^
= pitch coefficient of the k”*"^ 
harmonic.
V _ 2 r  ft-nH-nncc
= skew coefficient of the k 
harmonic.
It will be remembered that the average value of 
2a sine wave is times its amplitude, and the half-
*fc ilwavelength of a k harmonic is , since by definition 
it has k wavelengths in a fundamental wavelength. 
Therefore, the flux in a half-wavelength is,
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Hence may be rewritten as,
4  ^= E  KpA Ks!i.4>hSin ±  Yl)
= j C4)/Ly X o %  fA,)
%
Bt applying Faraday's law, the induced voltage 
in the coil is then,
e -  - -N_ ^  __hL J â? CÔ1 _dZn^ , 64) 1
lo^  d t  10« 164)jL d t  ' dt ^ dt J
= - Z  Kp& Ksi I ^ ^ S i n  c Î iO
From the above equation, the three process of 
voltage induction are easily identified.
variation of the flux.
dt
dX.o , movement of the conductors, 
dt
dfk , movement of the field, 
dt
For a group of q-coils, separated by the slot
*r ]q
pitch w  , the center of the h'" ' coil from the end is at, 
Xo' = Xo - ■ - or 4- ^  cr
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Summing up e over q coils of the group by 
means of the Distribution summation, there results,
%
e = 2 e .  = - 2 ^  { ^ S m  h.
+ C-F #- i #-) c3I^ ± Yfe) X1/ o o uiv cr j
in which Kdi= _SrcCl-i?^AgJ
Ÿ Stn C io W / s r )
T Vj
= distribution coefficient of the k 
harmonic.
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APPSivLIX III
ïhe General Squation of 
Armature Reaction
0'4-nrNi_
c—  pr ■
'— Xo —
pr->^
Rig. 3- A single coil of R-turns and 
pitch pT carrying an instantaneous current i.
In Rig. 3 , the center of the coil is located 
at a distance from the arbitrary reference axis. 
Assuming the winding is of such a nature that a similar 
coil a pole pitch away carries the same current (reversed) 
it is permissible to assume the magnetomotive force due 
to the two coils to be the block wave shown in Rig. 4 .
This wave has a magnetomotive force magnitude of 0-4-ttmL 
and the magnetomotive force per coil, therefore, may be
95
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expressed by the Fourier series,
FC3C ) = 0-Q N L'E KpAKsL _ •fe.TT CX-XoQ
b OS
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ID! : 2L ïT Tr
Fig. 4 . Resultant magnetomotive
force of coils.
The total mmf of q such coils, displaced by the 
slot pitch q- and carrying equal current i, may be found 
in a similar way as in the case of the induced voltage.
th .... y _ Ct-i-nc-For the h coil, Xo'= Xo- holds and the
mmf for the group of q coils therefore is.
A C X ) = 0-8 N l 2  S  — Cos
Pl=-I
T
= 0-8 ? n J u ^  -^EÈiKlk^à.GoS CX-Xo)
G k. ^  ^
in which K --dk defined as in Appendix ai.
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